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This is our last issue of the year. Looking back on it,
staff members and I have noticed that we've received
very few letters from readers regarding what we run in the
paper. I can probably count the number of letters we've
received on one hand.
I'm puzzled, especially since I've taken steps to ensure
that some controversial material is in the paper. Religion
is a biggie. People, no matter what their religious persua-
sion, have strong emotions and ideas when it comes to
this subject. I thought that having Bruce McCluggage
write about religion, especially from what some would
calla conservative stance, would surely generate some
letters. McCluggage hasn't received one letter regarding
his column. I think he is starting to get discouraged. He
keeps wondering what it is going to take to get at least
one measly response. Some of you more caring readers
should send him a letter. Tell him what you think of his
column. Agree with him. Disagree with him. Tell him his
assumptions are way off and you think he sounds like a
total muffinhead. It would do a world of good for his self-
esteem.
This week was encouraging. We received two letters
from readers. One criticized the decision to do away with
the MCE. The other criticized The Arbiter for the way we
covered the Boosters drinking at football games .
Even if you have something critical to say about cover-
age, write. Negative feedback is better than no feedback.
At least it is a response.
Don't be afraid of retribution. This is a kind, gentle
staff. We aren't going to trash your response in the paper.
The only thing we do is call to confirm that the letter was
sent in by the individual who has his name on it. People
who send in letters don't have to worry about having their
response printed along with a snide comment from us.
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D~ you know that Christmas wreaths and sift
S'v'ngtradltlons actually came from pagan
hoUdaysP Find out how Christmas reaUy
besan In 336 A~D.and th~t Santa Clau« was
actuaUy real: by Adam RlJ8h
Learn hou: several BSU
students celebrate the holi-
days In their countries. '.
.. ~
Ex-BSV basketbaU star
10hn Coker now sits on the
injured list for the Phoenix
Suns.
...~
-1910 University Drive, Boise, Idaho 83725
Phone (208) 345·8204 Fax (208) 385-3198
E-mail arbiter@c\aven.idbsu.edu
The Arbiter is the oHicial student newspaper of Boise State University. Its mission is to
provide a forum for the discussion of issues impacting the (ampus and the (ommunity.
The Arbiter's budget (onsists of fees paid by students of BSUand advertising sales. It is
distributed to the (ampus and (ammunity on Wednesdays during the sthool year. The
first (apy is free, additional (opies are SI ea(h, payable at The Arbiter oHi(es.
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Book focuses on Western
women working in Japan
Western professional women who would like to work
in Japan and need to learn more about the Japanese cul-
ture and work environment will want to read a new book
published by Quorum.
We~terll Women Working in Japan: Breaking
Corporf!te Barriers, co-authored by Boise State
University management professor Nancy Napier and
Portland State University assistant professor of interna-
tional management Sully Taylor, offers advice on
adjusting to Japan and working successfully with
Japanese bosses, subordinates and clients. . .
The 256-page book offers
a broad view of the issues
faced by professional women
on overseas assignments.
The book draws upon
detailed survey data and in-
depth interviews, as well as
the experience of the authors,
who have 20 years of experi-
ence working and traveling
in Asia.
Western women
employed in Japan can
expect to find what Napier
calls "the novelty aspect."
Nancy Napier "Western women are per-
ceived as being real curiosities because there haven't
been very many of them," she says.
Unfortunately for American workers, U.S. companies
typically don't prepare their employees adequately for
overseas assignments. "They figure you're smart, you're
bright, you can pick up the rest of it there," Napier says.
Westerll Warnell Working in Japan: Breaking
Corporate Barriers is available for $59.95 by calling
GreenwoodPublishing Group Inc. at 1-800-225-5800.
BSU wins Washington ..
forensics tournament
. Four Boise State University sophomores racked up
Sl~ first-place a",:ards as the BSU speech team ran away
WIth the team title at the Clark College Invitational
Speech Tournament held recently in Vancouver, Wash.
O~erall, Boise State rolled up 65.6 points to easily
outdistance second-place Lewis & Clark College of
Portland (18 points). Linfield College was third and
Northwest College finished fourth. Ten other schools
from Washington, Oregon and Idaho competed in the
two-day event. .
Leading BSU were sophomores Jaime Thompson of
Eagle, who placed first in persuasive and impromptu
speaking, and Tami Hassard of Nampa, who finished
first in novice persuasive speaking and first in oral inter-
pretation of prose. Bronco team captain Patti Moore of
Boise added a first place in informative speaking and
was second in impromptu. BSU's Erin Jensen of Boise
placed first in communication analysis and third in
informative speaking.
Freshman Jessica Dempster of Coeur d'Alene won
two awards, a second place in speech to entertain and a
third place in program oral interpretation. Tim Relk a
junior from Boise, finished second in impromptu spe~k-
ing. Sean Murphy, a sophomore from Boise, placed third
in novice informative speaking. A fourth-place award in
impromptu speaking was added by Alex Neiwirth, a
sophomore from Blackfoot. .
The tournament was the last forensic competition of
the semester for the BSU speech and debate team. The
squad Will compete again in January at a scrimmage
with Northwest Nazarene College and the College of
Southern Idaho before returning to the Northwest
Forensic Conference competition at the Western
Washington University tournament.
President Clinton vetoes
Republican budget
"Education means opportunity, and opportunity is the
key to the American Dream," President Bill Clinton said
on Dec. 6 as he signed the veto order for the Republican
budget proposal in an Oval Office ceremony.
"This budget cuts education by $30 billion-cven in
this high-technology age, when education is more
important than ever before," Clinton said.
The Republicans' reconciliation proposal-the part
?f the budget that deals with mandatory spending
Issues-would have, among other things, essentially
ended the direct student loan program, capping partici-
pation at 10 percent.
Direct lending currently makes up 40 percent of the
student-loan industry. If the program were to be cut, stu-
dents would still be able to use the older system of get-
ting student loans through banks; however, the existence
of direct lending provides competition and forces banks
and guarantee agencies in the older program to improve
and reform their services.
Because of the veto, Congress now must come up
with another bill to send to the president.
The following scholarships lire
offered through institutions outside
Boise State University. Unless otherwise
indicated, application forms are available
at Financial Aid Services, located in
Room 117 of the Administration
Building. Financial Aid Services offers
many scholarships besides those listed
here.
Association of Former Intelligence
Officers awards a $1,000 scholarship to
the candidate with the best 1,000- to
1,500-word essay on whether the U.S.
Government should recruit foreign spies,
given advances in technology, the
increasing availability of open-source
information and other factors.
Candidates must be enrolled full time,
carry at least a cumulative 3.0 GPA and
have a minimum of one semester remain-
ing as of Dec. 31, until their projected
graduation. Deadline: Jan. 5.
Alpha Delta Kappa, Delta Chapter
Scholarship offers a $500 scholarship to
a female student who will graduate in
education in May 1996. She must be an
Idaho resident with good grades and
financial need. Deadline: early January.
The Elie Wiesel Prize in Ethics
gives five awards of up to $5,000 to
undergraduate junior and senior students
who are enrolled full time. Applicants
must submit a 3,000- to 4,000-word
essay on ethics, accompanied by a com-
pleted entry form. To obtain an entry
form and instructions, send a written
request to The Elie Wiesel Foundation
for Humanity, 1177 Ave. of the
Americas, 36th Floor, New York, NY
10036. Deadline: Jan. 12.
Peter D. Courtois Concrete
Construction Scholarship offers a
$1,000 scholarship to an applicant who
will be a senior during the year for which
the award is made (not necessarily at the
time of application). Applicants must be
enrolled in at least six credit hours.
Many campus entities will be'closed during the holiday break
_ REGISTRAR'S OFFICE night on Dec. 29 and Jan. 6.
Students can register and drop/add for _ BOOKSTORE
spring semester through Dec. 15. The Bookstore will be closed Dec. 23-
Registration services will be closed 25 and Dec. 3D-Jan 1. Hours from 8 a.m, to
through Jan. 8. 5 p.rn. will be kept Dec. 26-29 and from
_ STUDENT UNION BUILDING Jan. 2 through the beginning of classes.
The Student Union Building will be Saturday hours after Jan. 2 will be 10 a.m.-
closed Dec. 23-27 (although the Bookstore 5 p.m.
will be open Dec. 26-27) and Dec. 3D-Jan. • MARRIOTT FOOD SERVICES
1. The SUB will be open from 7 a.m. to 10 Table Rock Cafe closes Dec. 21 and
p.m, Dec. 20-21, Jan. 2 and 7. Hours will opens Jan 15. Brava also closes Dec. 21.
be 7 a.m.-6 p.m, Dec. 22 and Jan. 3-5. The Brava will be open from 8 a.rn, to 2 p.m.
building will be open from 7 a.m. to mid- starting Jan. 2 and will resume normal
hours when school starts. Maggie's Cafe
closes after the last day of finals, Dec. 19,
and opens on the first day of classes in the
spring, Jan. 17.
- HEALTH CENTER
Student Health Services will be open
from 8 a.m, to 6 p.m. Monday through
Friday and from 11 a.m, to 2 p.m. on
Saturdays through Dec. 20. The center will
close on Dec. 21 and will open again Jan.
to with its regular business hours.
• RE~noN FAOLmES
Facilities on campus used for recre-
Awards will be made on the basis of
demonstrated interest and ability to work
in the field of concrete construction.
Transcripts, recommendations and an
essay must be submitted with the appli-
cation. Deadline: Jan. 15.
Glamour Magazine Top Ten
College Women Competition presents
$1,000, a profile in Glamour magazine
and an expense-paid trip to the awards
presentation to female college students
who are full-time juniors. Applicants
will be judged on the basis of leadership
abilities, personal involvement in com-
munity/campus affairs and academic
excellence. Deadline: Jan. 31.
ation--such as weight rooms, swimming
pools and basketball courts-will close on
Dec. 23 and will reopen Jan.2.
-LIBRARY
After the last day of finals, Dec. 19,
Albertson's Library will be open 8 a.m.-5
p.m. Monday through Friday. The library
will be closed on Christmas Day and Dec.
26-27, as well as on New Year's Day. The
library will be open from 8 a.rn, to 5 p.m,
Dec. 28~29 and after New Year's Day.
- RESIDENCE HALLS
Residence halls close Dec. 29.
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.Human rights celebration
honors BSUstaffmember
TheMulti-Ethnic Center,
located next to the Women's
Center and above The Arbiter
at ,Michigan Street and
University Drive, is also a
branch of the Minority
Assistance Program. Walls
said the center gives students
who feel out of place or who
are new at BSU a group with
which to be involved.
students who are considering
dropping out of school.
The Minority Assistance
Program offers Minority
Access-now known as The
Student Access Program-to
help those who have been
denied admission to the uni-
versity. There are 11 students
in this program right now.
'There's only one race.'
, - Gaylord Walls
Skinheads and Nazis were
aiming at him. Walls said it
was OK for him to be singled
out, but when threats began to
involve his loved ones he had
apprehensions.
"Two years of being in the
limelight was sufficient," he
said.
Walls pointed out that
while there aren't large num-
bers of Skinheads or neo-
Nazis in the Boise area,
"sometimes the numbers don't
have to be large," if other peo-
ple are complacent. He said
the inaction of others can
make the ideas of Skinheads a
lot more threatening.
Of 15,000 BSU students,
1,500 selected a race that is a
minority or selected "other"
when completing their admis-
sions files.
BSU's Minority Assistance
Program-located within the
Student Special Services
offices in the Administration
Building-actually extends
beyond these students.
Walls said the Minority
Assistance Program seeks to
retain minority and disadvan-
taged students. He describes
disadvantaged students as
"anyone who has a problem
without a solution."
Walls also provides coun-
seling to single mothers and
you're going to be the minori-
ty," he said, pointing out that
anyone can become a minorlty
as quickly as it takes to walk
into a room.
The vice president of the
Ada County Human Rights
Task Force during the first two
years of the group's existence,
Walls "was one of the original
founders and was very active.
He put a lot of energy and a
lot of his own private time into
these efforts," task force direc-
tor Marilyn Shuler said.
The Ada County Human
Rights Task Force was orga-'
nized in response to a sugges-
tion from a committee of for-
mer Boise Mayor Dirk
Kempthorne in 1992 and
became a nonprofit organiza-
tion in 1993. The task force
exists to support people vic-
timized by harassment, to pro-
mote solutions to harassment,
to promote legislation that
addresses the goals of the task
force, to monitor incidents of
harassment and bigotry, and to
promote a positive image for
the acceptance of diversity by
people in Ada County.
Still involved as a member
of the Ada' County Human
Rights Task Force, Walls left
his post as vice president when
he feared his family would be
targeted by threats that local
Managing Editor
A crowd gathered at the
Morrison Knudsen Train
Depot on Dec. 10 to partici-
pate in an outdoor candlelight
vigil celebrating human rights
and recognizing those who
promote diversity.
Among those honored was
Gaylord Walls, BSU's minori-
ty assistance coordinator since
1991. He is the first person to
fill that post at BSU. Until
recently, he was also vice
president of the Ada County
Human Rights Task Force.
The reasons Walls chose to
work in human rights go back
to his childhood. Walls'
youthful existence itself was
human rights, as he grew up a
member of the only African-
American family in a 120-mile
radius. Born and raised in
northcentral Montana, Walls
also was known to speak out
for Native Americans who
lived on a reservation near the
town where he lived.
His father, a humanitarian,
homesteaded in the Northwest
when there were only 100
African Americans in the
entire region. Walls said he
was raised with the notion that
people should have convic-
tions and stand up for them.
"You never know when
, MIff BROUMANO/ARBlTfR
Gaylord Walls, BSU's minority assistance coordinator
Great Reasons Why You
Should Choose Air Force:
High-tech training
Education
• Experience
• Excellent salary
Management opportunities
• Medical and dental coverage
• Advancement
.' Worldwide travel
• Tax-free allowances
For more infonnation caD
1-800-423-USAF or contact your
loc~ Air Force recruiter.
_AlR_~
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Feds take the hassle out of financial aid,
byMary Doherty
Staft Wiifer
The U.S. Department of Education
recently cut the red tape that has been
tying up financial aid departments in
schools all over the country. This
reform will materialize through five-
year experiments conducted at more
than.Ifhl-institutions nationwide, includ-
JOE R£IK/ARBITER
Fino'ndol Aid Diredor Lois Kelly
ing BSU.
Schools participating in the experi-
ments were chosen from the.
Institutional Quality Assurance
Program. The University of Idaho and
Idaho State University are also a part of
IQAP. The experiments are designed to
give each school freedom from certain
federal statutory
and . regulatory
requirements per-
taining to financial
aid processing and
disbursement.
The schools
selected for the
experiment have a
track record of
delivering federal
student financial
assistance without
risk to taxpayer dol-
lars. The experi-
ment gives schools
the ability to propose new financial aid
policies designed to benefit that school
specifically'.
U.S. Secretary of Education Richard
Riley said this reformation is part of an
effort to reduce administrative burdens
and costs on the nation's colleges and
universities.
BSU's Financial Aid Services will be
implementing a few of these reforms
this spring.
The first change will eliminate the
3D-day period at the beginning of the
semester that freshmen have to wait out
beforc receiving their financial a'id
checks. Financial Aid Director Lois
Kelly said the, 3D-day federal regulation
was established to keep early dropouts
from contributing to a high default rate
for loans. BSU's loan default rate .is less
than eight percent, which Kelly said is
good.
After doing some research, Financial
Aid Services
found that
the 30-day
regulation
affected
more than
500 students,
and of those,
an average of
fewer than 10
students drop
out within
the first 30
days of each
semester.
Another
change will dismiss the law that
requires the mandatory inclusion of loan
fees in the student's cost of attendance.
In the past, Financial Aid Services cal-
culated students' fees with loan fees as
a separate dollar amount. The new poli-
cy merges loan fees with tuition, which
will speed up the processing on the
administrative end.
Finally, graduating students in their
final term will receive prorated loan
checks based on their number of credit
hours, only if the number is less than a
fuJI load. The federal regulation man-
dates loan proration for graduating stu-
'We are
researching
whether or not a
change should be
made for the entire
student body.'
-Lois J(elly
Can't Wait for
an Appointment?
Walk-in clinics
every Thursday
4:30-7:00
dents.
Other experiments arc being evaluat-
ed by BSU's Financial Aid Services.
One program being scrutinized before
adoption will eliminate the entrance-
and exit-counsellng requirement for
loan recipients.
"The counseling is a requirement
because students should be educated on
the need to repay their loans," Kelly
said. "We are researching whether or
not a change should be made for the
entire student body, or perhaps certain
groups that may not require the loan
counseling. This gives flexibility for
individuals, instead of putting the stu-
dent body together in a lump."
Another area of reform being consid-
ered is the policy that disperses loans in
two payments. The new policy will
make single-term loans exempt from the
two-check rule. For example, a student
wishing to take out a loan for fall
semester only will receive the lump sum
in one check instead of half at the
beginning and the remainder in late
October. Students taking out full-year
loans will not be affected by the
change-their loans will still be dis-
persed in two checks, one at the begin-
ning of each semester.
These other reforms being researched
will be considered for changes in fall
1997. At the end of the five-year experi-
ments, the U.S. Department of
Education will review the evaluated
programs and make decisions on a
national Itwcl for changes in financial-
aid laws and policies.
Boise Photography and Darkroom
323-0022
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821 W. IDAHO ST. 384-5199
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Birth control
Gynecological exams
Completely confidential
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Planned Parenthood
6111 Clinton Street
(off Curtis near Emerald)
376·9300 x10
Celebration. "His [King's] mission was really to
help people empower themselves," Cusma said.
Cori Barrera, BSU sociology major, said voter
registration runs parallel to the social activism
engaged in by King. "He fought for that vote
through nonviolent efforts." .
Clayton agreed. "A lot of the civil rights move-
ment had to do with voting issues." He said the
voter registration drive has the potential to con-
tribute to the democratic process in society by pro-
viding the less advantaged with the right to vote.
Project coordinators at BSU said the voter reg-
istration drive not only helps the community but
individuals as well.
"I think it (community service) is a personally
enriching process," Cusma said.
Barrera said community service, which is
included on student transcripts at many colleges
nationwide, is an integral part of higher education.
"You're not going to learn everything in the class-
room."
Cusma said citizens should consider service to
the community a personal obligation. "I would
encourage everyone to return something to soci-
ety."
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Martin Luther Kin'gWeek
project will register voters
Alan" Corky" Hansen
Staff Writer
BSU students, faculty and staff will recognize
next month's Martin Luther King Jr. Day hands
on, by participating in a community service pro-
ject. The Martin Luther King Jr. Community
Empowerment Project will include a voter regis-
tration drive in the Boise area ..
"Voter registration allows people to be active in
the decisions that are made within the communi-
ty,"said Robin Cusma, BSU human resource man-
agement and psychology major.
Participants in the project will go door to door,
registering Boise residents to vote. The Idaho
Citizen's Network, a consumer advocacy organi-
zation with more than 25,000 members, will con-
duct the training and make the assignments for the
voter registration drive.:
, Pete Clayton, ICN organizer, said the project
will include a community-needs assessment in
addition to voter registration. Clayton said partici-
pants will survey Boise residents on issues such as
health care and employment.
Cusma, who is assisting in the recruitment of
students, faculty and staff for the project, said the
voter registration drive is a fitting part of BSU's
Martin Luther King Jr. Human Rights Week
The Community Empowerment
Project will take place from 3
to 9 p.m. Jan. 18. Students, fac-
ulty and staff interested 'in par-
ticipating in the drive should fill
out a regist~ation form-to the
right-or show up at SUBHatch
Ballroom A on the day of the
event.
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Professor explains origins of Christmas, Santa Claus
The early Christians did not begin celebrating the
birth of Christ with a special winter festival until the
mid-fourth century., said Charles Odahl, professor of
church history and director of 'classical languages at
BSU.
It was the conversion of the Emperor Constantine in
A.D. 312 and his efforts to Christianize the Roman
Empire over the next 25 years that led to the first official, ,-
Christmas celebration inthe year 336, Odahl said.
One part of Constantine's program to bring
Christianity to the attention of the pagan populace of the
Roman world was to build large, beautiful public
churches in key cities of the empire. Odahl said the
emperor built eight major churches in and around old
Rome to commemorate the tombs of the famous mar-
tyrs, such as the apostles Peter and Paul, and also visited'
several more churches in Constantinople.
Constantine also sent his pious mother Helena on a
pilgrimage to the Holy Land between 326 and 327,
where with imperial funds she built three great churches
at important sites in the life of Christ. One of these
churches was the Church of the Nativity in Bethlehem,
built over a cave that had been used as the stable in the
first century in which Jesus was born. This church, and
other churches at the sites.of the crucifixion and ascen-
sion in Jerusalem, brought key events in the life of
Christ to the attention of the Roman Empire, Odahl said.
Pilgrims soon followed in Helena's footsteps and
began to make the sites of Jesus' birthplace, resurrection
and ascension in the Holy Land famous throughout the
late Roman world.
Another part of the imperial program to Christianize
the empire was to wean the pagans away from the vener-
ation of their old gods.
Part of the problem here, Odahl said, was the popu-
larity of the public festivals and traditional customs
associated with the worship of pagan deities. Two such
festivals were for Saturn, the, god 'of agrarian productivi-
ty, and Sol, the all-powerful sun god. These celebrations
took place in late December every year.
During the Saturnalia, celebrated Dec. 17-24,
Romans put green wreaths upon their doors and gath-
ered for feasting and gift-giving to honor the productive
powers of the god.
During the Winter Solstice Festival for Sol, which
overlapped with the Saturnalia between Dec. 21-25, peo-
ple lit candles for the god of light and feasted in honor
of his birthday on Dec. 25.
Dispensing with the worship of these gods was one
thing, but getting rid of the winter festivals and their
enjoyable customs was another matter, Odahl said.
The answer that church leaders and Christian emper-
ors devised for this problem was the creation of a
Christian winter festival to replace the pagan ones, but
still keeping some of the popular customs of the latter.
In 336, a year after the dedication of Helena's
Bethlehem church, the church in Rome celebrated the
first official mass for the nativity of Christ in
Constantine's new Basilica for the Blessed Apostle
Peter-now San Pietro in Vatacano. The date selected
for this was Dec. 25.
No one knew the precise day upon which Jesus was
born, so the Church arbitrarily chose this December date
so Christ, the real "light of the world" and "sun of right-
eousness," according to the Bible, could replace the sun
god Sol as the object of special veneration during a win-
ter festival. Candles could be lit for the baby Jesus
instead of for the sun god.
The Bible speaks of Christ as the eternal logos or
word of God who had been active in creation with his
father, so green wreaths could continue to be used in his
honor in place of honoring Saturn.
Because the Gospels told of "wise men" bringing
gifts to the baby Jesus in Bethlehem, and Christianity .
preached an ethic of selfless giving to o~e's bret~ren,
the tradition of gift-giving during the winter festivals
could be continued as well.
'Aspeople celebrate Christmas this year, they might want
to remember Emperor Constantine, his mother Helena and
the fourth-century bishops of Rome who started the winter
tradition of celebrating Christ's nativity.'
-Charles Odahl
The church had long had its own special communal
meals, the agape or love feasts, and a special feat in
honor of Christ's nativity could easily be developed to
replace those in honor of Saturn and Sol, Odahl said.
Thus, a winter festival in honor of Christ's nativity
with Christian content was gradually developed through
the fourth and fifth centuries and eventually replaced
winter festivals of the pagans.
One question that often comes up during the holidays
is whether Santa Claus is real. Odahl said the legend of
Santa Claus is, in fact, based on a real person.
Living on the coast of ancient Asia Minor (modern
Turkey) in the fourth century was a kind, old bishop
named Nicholas. He was famous for his benefactions to
poor children and sailors. A feast day on Dec. 6 was
established in his honor in late antiquity and spread to
the Latin and Germanic West in the Middle Ages.
, The festival honoring the bishop was gradually
merged with that of Christmas, and the bishop became
the patron of gift-giving. He was known as Sinter Claes
to the Dutch settlers who brought this cult to the New
World, and his name was thence Anglicized to Santa
Claus.
Charles Odahlcompleted his doctorate in ancient and
medieval church history at the University of California
20 years ago. Since then, he has become an acknowl-
edged authority on Constantine and early Christianity.
Some of his published textual and archaeological studies
on the Constantinian churches in Rome and the Holy
Land can be found in his bo~k Early Christian Latin
Literature (Chicago: Ares Publishers, 1993) and in his
current cover article, "The Christian Basilicas of
Constantinian Rome'tin The Ancient World, Vol. 26, 1
(1995).
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L.A Pa iKa LatiKa
por Ana Ortega Martinez
EI famoso cornice latino Willie Barcena actuo en
BSU el pasado martes. Barcena tiene un estilo muy orig-
inal y unico. En sus chistes pretende que la audiencia se
ria con los latinos y no de ellos,
Barcena emigre de Mexico a los Estados Unidos a los
7 aiios con su madre y hermanas. La familia se asento en
cI este de Los Angeles, California donde Barcena crecio
en uno de los muchos barrios arrasados por gangs y dro-
gas de esa ciudad.
La madre de Barcena fue a un college, consiguio tra-
bajo como agente de seguros y logro sacar a la familia
del barrio. Este barrio y sus habitantes son, sin embargo,
rnotivo la rnayorfa de sus chistes. Barcena confeso que
aun asi no hecha de menos este barrio, hoy en dia vuclve
de vez en cuando- el barrio es el unico sitio con auten-
tica com ida mexicana en Los Angeles.
by Ana Ortega Martinez
translated by AIO'-n-'i7'"Co-rk'-y--rI-nH-an-s-en~~----
The popular Latino comic Willie Barcena performed
at BSU last week. Barcena's unique style assumes that
the audience laughs with Latinos and not at them.
Barcena emigrated from Mexico to the United States
with his mother and sisters when he was seven years
old. His family settled in east Los Angeles, where he
grew up in a neighborhood infiltrated by gangs and
drugs.
Barcena's mother went to college, got a job as an
insurance agent and was able to move her family from
the neighborhood. Nevertheless, the neighborhood and
its inhabitants represent the origin of much of
Barcena cornenzo la carrera de c6mico por casuali-
dad. De joven siempre fue el payaso de la clase haciendo
a todos reir. Despues de cuatro afios en junior college,
donde nunca encontr6 una carrera apropiada, Barcena
dice encontrarla una noche cuando "fui a un open mic y
consegufrisas muy facilmente" continuando como
comico desde entonces.
Willie Barcena odia los esterotipos (especial mente el
de hot impuesto en latinos, por muchos americanos), se
siente orgulloso de ser latino y no cambiaria su apellido
por uno ingles como las famosas Raquel Welch 0 Rita
Haywood. EI nombre de Willie viene de tener una clase
con cuatro Guillermos donde la profesora decidi6 poner-
les nombres diferentes. EI suyo fue Wilie y asi se quedo,
Tarnbien comento como el numero de latinos en pelicu-
las no esta equilibrado en los Estados Unidos. Adernas,
cuando vemos latinos en peHculas suelen estar matando
a alguien.
Cuando Barcena se cntero de todos los mexicanos
Barcena's humor. He contends that in doing so he
does not demean the neighborhood, and currently
returns from time to time. He says the neighborhood is
the only place in Los Angeles where you can find
authentic Mexican food.
Barcena began his career as a comic by coincidence.
When he was young he always assumed the role of
class clown. When after four years of junior college in
which he failed to find the right career, Barcena walked
up to an open microphone at a comedy club and got
laughs with ease. He has been in comedy ever since.
Barcena says he despises stereotypes (particularly
that of "hot" associated with Latinos by many
Americans). He is proud of his Latino origin and
wouldn't change his surname for an English-sounding
name, as did Raquel Welch and Rita Haywood.
que viven alrededor de Boise se sorprendi6 bastante.
Barcena viaja constantemente y dice que en otras ciu-
dades de los Estados Unidos encuentra a veces una sola
familia. Uno de sus chistes fue sobre como en Boise ten-
emos Taco John's en vez de Taco Juan.
Algo que Barcena detesta es la reciente popularidad
de gangs en los Estados Unidos. Gangs son muy popu-
lares en peliculas y rruisica de este pais hoy en dia. "En
mis chistes trato de demostrar 10 estupido que es
pertenecer a una gang," dijo Barcena. En su barrio,
algunos amigos intentaron envolucrarle en gangs y dro-
gas pero se lasarreglo para no hacerlo. Segun un chiste
de Barcena,uno de sus vecinos escucha musica de gangs
durante tres dias y sale listo para matar a cualquiera que
se Ie ponga por delante. .
Barcena est a actual mente trabajando en varios
proyectos para el futuro, incluyendo actuaciones con
otros cornicos latinos de los Estados Unidos·IBuena
suerte Willie!
Barcena says his first name, "Willie," comes fr~
being one of four classmates named "Guillermo." II
was called Willie and the name stuck.
When Barcena found out about the number of
Mexican-Americans who live near Boise, he was sur-
prised. Barcena, who is always on the road, says in
other U.S. cities you might find only one Latino fami-
ly.
Barcena says he detests the recent attention given to
gangs in the United States. He says in his comedy rou-
tine he attempts to portray the stupidity of belonging to
a gang. In the neighborhood where he grew up, his
friends attempted to recruit him to gangs and drugs.
Fortunately, he avoided the problems that so many oth-
ers did not. Now he tel1s the story of a survivor,
through comedy.
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Editor's Note: .
The Arbiter editorial represents the views of
the Arbiter editorial board. The editorial board
consists of Adam Rush; Editor-in-chief; Rhett
Tanner, Cove.rStory Editor; Kate Bell,
Managing Editor; Laura Delgado,
Entertainment Editor; Michelle Schwend,
Sports Editor; and Sergio Myers, Research
Editor, Sports Co-Editor.
The Miter cover article for November 29 (titled "Boosters or
'Booze'sters?') illustrates precisely why Americans must be wary of the
news media. The article makes an issue of the apparent discrepancy
between BSU/NCAA policy about alcohol and actual practice. The jour-
nalists' interpretation of the policy, upon which the rest of the article is
based, is seriously flawed. This then skews the reporting bias and results
in an inflammatory article which, if truth were told, was unnecessary.
Arbiter staff have read the BSU/NCAA policy as saying that alcohol is
prl)hibited on campus. The policy, as printed in the paper, does not state
that possession is prohibited, but that "illegal possession of alcoholic bev-
erages is prohibited." This is another way of saying that, although BSU
has a higher population of minors than other areas in the state, laws about
the possession and consumption of alcohol by underage persons (for
whom these acts are already prohibited) do apply on campus. This is as it
should be. Yet the article completely obscurred the idea that the prohibi-
tion policy applied only to illegal possession. It instead reported that sim-
ple possession was the issue. Get the difference? The result was to stir up
the proverbial "tempest in a teapot" at the expense of adult boosters and
their pre-game tailgate parties. In addition, it made BSU officials look like
fools in trying to defend their apparent disregard for enforcement.
I am assuming that there are no other BSU policies about the posses-
sion and consumption of alcohol on campus than the one mentioned in
the article. If this is so, then you have done a grave injustice to the univer-
sity and its supporters by perpetuating misconceptions about existing poli-
cies rather than taking the responsible joumalistic path to explain and clar-
ify. But then, perhaps this type of tabloid tattling appeals to the innocent
and easily duped masses. It most certainly makes for juicy reading. What
is your guiding principle here? Accuracy, or obfuscation?
Get with it Arbiter! First of all, get the facts right, and then give us a
relevant article about the problems connected to underage/illegal posses-
sion and drinking on the BSU campus. You have made yourselves look
ridiculous and irresponsible to careful readers by dithering over the wrong
issue.
Sincerely,
A. Diane Boleyn
Graduate student
History Department
Rewriting Christmas: An antidote to holiday stress
Once you have completed your fantasy, write it
down on paper. Feel free to elaborate as you write.
Then answer these questions:
I. Of all the ways your fantasy was different from
your usual celebration, which difference was most satis-
fying to you?
2. Which parts (if any) of your fantasy would be
most feasible to actually do this Christmas? Next
Christmas?
Robinson and Staheli state the fantasies people cre-
ate in their workshops turn out to be filled with unique
and colorful details. One person will imagine
Christmas in the Alps. Another will camp on the beach.
Someone else will stay at home, but will unplug the
television and phone. But surprisingly, they found that
underneath all the unique details, the theme of most fan-
tasies is basically the same. The key components are
simple gifts, natural decorations, a fire, traditional food,
leisurely schedules, music, time spent out of doors, an
emphasis on family activities-all things well within
reach of most of us. And there are a lot of people mov-
ing in this direction. But there are many more who still
feel trapped in an expensive, commercial and compli-
cated Christmas.
Whether you live out your Christllla~ dream in every
detail or find one small part to incofporate, taking the
time to create the fantasy is one of the most important
steps you can take. Your fantasies can give you a new
enthusiasm for Christmas and the sense of direction you
need to start building a more enjoyable, less stressful
celebration.
Canadian Studies Program. This program is an
important part of students' education and for the
diversity of the university. Through this pro-
gram, students are able to obtain a minor in
Canadian Studies. Currently there are approxi-
mately 12 students seeking a minor and 6 who
have completed the minor within the last two
years. The Executive Budget Committee is
proposing to cut the director's position. If this
position is cut, then another department would
assume directorship of the program. This would
What do university budget cuts mean to stu- mean hiring more adjunct faculty to teach the
dents? It could mean the loss of a program classes (wow). According to the Northwest
director, an advisor or a great instructor. As stu- Association of Schools and Colleges, BSU
dents we all know how important it is to find already has too many adjuncts and not enough
quality teachers, the kind who will listen to your full-time faculty members.
concerns and make you feel as though you've The program was establish with the financial
learned something, someone who will sacrifice support of the Canadian government. Canada is
time for students. There are a lot of individuals Idaho's largest trading partner and plays an
who can teach, but not many who know how to intregal part in our economy. Since this is
communicate with students. Yes, fellow Idaho's only Canadian studies program, it can-
Broncos, there is such a person; his name is Dr. not function effectively without a director.
Russell Tremayne. BSU's credibility is at stake. Do we want a pro-
Dr.Tremayne is the director of the Canadian gram that is one of the best in the Northwest,
Studies Program. His position was created in the only one in Idaho, and one that has helped to
1991 by former BSU acting President Larry strengthen our relations with Canada, to go
Selland. The director's responsibilities include down the drain because the administration does
coordinating the program, teaching classes and not feel it is important enough to keep the direc-
coordinating research for other faculty members tor's position? Lots of people have worked hard
who are interested in Canadian studies. Dr. to sustain the integrity of the program and it
Tremayne has worked with the College of would be a shame to let their work be in vain.
Business in incorporating the Canadian Studies If you are a concerned student and want to
Program into its International Business learn more about the proposed budget cuts,
Program. He assisted the college in recelving ;1" there is a copy on reserve at the library. I
grant from the Department of Education which encourage everyone to take a look, and get
was based, in part, on the fact that BSU has a involved!
by Carol Pangburn M.Ed., L.P.c.
BSU Counseling Center
You are riding through the snowy New England
countryside in a sleigh pulled by a magnificent team of
Clydesdale horses. The only sounds you hear are the
footfalls of the horses, the creaking of harnesses and the
ringing of sleigh bells. Your cheeks are red from the
rush of cold air, but the wool blankets heaped around
you keep you snug and warm. As much as you are
enjoying this ride, you are also eager to reach the warm,
brightly lit home in the country where you are expected
for Christmas dinner. The scenery is so beautiful, and
your spirits are so high, that you start humming "I'll Be
Home for Christmas" in time to the jingling of the bells.
You finally arrive at your destination, and as you
knock on the door of the elegant country house, a televi-
sion announcer breaks into your reverie. All of a sud-
den, you realize you are sitting in an armchair and .
watching television, not riding in a horse-drawn sleigh,
and this delightful 6O-second ride through the snow has
been brought to you be a certain brand of beer. ~s t~e
commercial fades away, you are faced once again WIth
the reality of everyday life.
The advertisers who conceived this commercial
know what people want for Christmas: Most people
long for a celebration that is just as serene, connected to
the natural world and as free of modern distractions as
this idyllic sleigh ride through the country. BU~the fact
'is, most people are caught up in a frenzy of hohday
plans and projects: There are gifts to buy, pac.kages to
mail, cookies to bake, houses to decorate, chou
rehearsals to attend, travel plans to make. Many people
are so busy that the only time they get out of doors is
those few seconds it takes to dash from the house to the
car. And their chance for a peaceful celebration is over-
whelmed by factors they can't seem to control.
These longings of how people really want Christmas
to be prompted Jo Robinson and Jean Coppock Staeheli,
authors of Unplug the Christmas Machine, to develop a
fantasy exercise through which you can throw out all
your old ideas and habits and rewrite your own version
of Christmas, with only your own personal tastes and
preferences to consider. The only requirement is that
you imagine the Christmas that makes you feel most
fulfilled. The following fantasy exercise will give you a
clearer idea of what you are really looking for in
Christmas. When you are through reading these instruc-
tions, close your eyes and imagine Christmas the way
you want it to be.
When you are ready to begin, choose a quiet location
where you won't be interrupted for 10 or 15 minutes.
Imagine any kind of Christmas you wish, as long as it is
deeply satisfying. You can confine your fantasy to
Christmas, or include the whole season. It may be very
much like your present celebration or entirely different.
You can magically include your favorite friends and rel-
atives and make them behave any way you wish. You
can celebrate in any setting. You don't have to keep a
single traditional Christmas activity, or you can keep
them all. If you find yourself with multiple fantasies,
keep returning to the the ideas that make you feel most
satisfied.
Once you have settled on a particular fantasy, stick
with it until you have enriched it with lots of details.
Imagine the physical setting, the activities, how you are
feeling and how other people are feeling. What kind of
food is there? How ~as it made? Are there any gifts?
What are they like?
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Cleveland Corder practices at Boise Valley Athletic Club.
byMike Royal'
Stoff Writer '
have dreamed of better support or asked
for two better sources of encouragement.
"lowe my whole career to' Dan and
my Dad. They both taught me a lot about
boxing. Pushing me in the gym was the
easy part. When I said, 'No more,' they
would say, 'One more.' When I said,
'Stop,' they would say, 'We've just start-
ed.' They would also put up with my
whining, always being so patient."
Like every boxer, Cleveland was also
put through the conditioning phase of
boxing. Certain boxers may enjoy exer-
cising, others may not. Cleveland was a
boxer who enjoyed one particular exer-
cise: jumping rope.
Many people would probably disagree
that jumping rope is fun, but somehow
for Cleveland it was.
"I was better than anyone in the gym. I
would win the little events such as Jump
for Heart. I would show up to the gym
just to jump rope. I was the Jump Rope
King."
"King of the Jump Rope" was not
"King of the Ring." Cleveland had
climbed only a small ladder of success in
boxing by learning to have fun with the
chores of boxing. His exercise habits
were good, but his boxing was not.
For example, he would spar (boxing
for practice) toe to toe with his sparring
partners, But, when it came to an actual
boxing match, Cleveland could not, for
the life of him, remember what he was
supposed to do.
"I was just as good as Joe [Bicknesse]
when we'd spar. I'd beat Joe and Lee
[Cleveland's older brother] just as good
A dreamer could be defined in three
ways:
1. A person who sleeps deeply every
night.
2. A person without a grip on reality.
3. Someone who just wants to be the
best at what he or she does.
The last of the three is Cleveland
Corder, a talented boxer and current BSU
student. He dreams of getting a degree
and going to the '96 Olympic Games in
Atlanta, as well as conquering the world
welterweight' title and passing along his
skills to a new generation.
The Jump
Rop,eKing
Cleveland's boxing career started in
Kuna, Idaho. He lived next door to Dan
Bicknesse, a former boxer who now
coaches kids. Dan's two children, Joe and
David Bicknesse, were also boxers.
Cleveland was influenced by Dan's sons
and his own brothers, Lee and Luke
Corder, who were also boxers. Dan was
able to recruit Cleveland to the ring, and
lovingly supported him through his first
eight career losses. .
Mark Corder, Cleveland's father, and,
Dan Bicknesse were two of Cleveland's
biggest assets growing up. He couldn't
'I believe a dream come true,
.,begins.with a dream.'
-Cleveland Corder
as they'd beat me. But when tt came to
, the ring, I'd just forget it all. I'd be crying
and lose. I don't know what was going on
in my head at the time.
"Even though I lost, I stuck with it,"
Cleveland said. "I was living in no-man's
land. There wasn't anything else to do.
My dadliked boxing, my older brother
was a boxer, my younger brother [Luke]
was a boxer, and Joe was heavily into
boxing, so I just kind of followed along."
contend with. But I just kept winning and
winning, and then I won State."
That same year, Cleveland got.to go to
nationals for the Junior Olympics in
Marquette, Mi,chigan. His success began
to exceed his original goals. New goals
had to be set, and the taste of the big time
made Cleveland salivate. .
"It was awesome. They gave us uni-
forms and gloves to box in, and I got to
meet Oscar De Lahoya (current world
junior welterweight [140 Ibs.] champion),
who, by the way, won in my weight class
(welterweight [147Ibs.]) that year. I
could handle the excitement of a big
event like that everyday, if they let me."
Cleveland's success in the state titles
continued from '90 to '93. He added a
new competition to his resume in 1990
by competing in the Golden Glove
Nationals. In 1991, along with a state vic-
tory and Golden Glove Nationals,
Cleveland also competed in the U.S.A.
Boxing Nationals.
He repeated the trio of events in 1992
and 1993.,ln 1992, Cleveland saw his
first taste of some big-time success by
winning a bronze medal at the Golden
Glove Nationals. In '93-by far his most
successful year-Cleveland won a silver
medal, losing only to the current number-.Jf--.
one amateur boxer in the U.S. He lost~y}·t'it,i,:.
a meager 2-3 split. (A 2-3 split is the'~"~- " ,.
judging format where 3 judges choose
one of the competitors, and 2 judges
choose the other.)
"I thought the fight could have went
either way," Cleveland said.
"He was a very good boxer, and I stood
up to the challenge. That definitely built
up my confidence as boxer."
Cleveland was also invited to join the
U.S.A. National Boxing Team in '93,
where out of 12 participants, he was one
of three to win his bout.
Winning
Growing up teaches us all many of
life's hard realities, and Cleveland
learned how those realities can switch
suddenly, from bad to good. Cleveland
inevitably learned from his losses in the
ring. Also,he turned things around at age
12 when he switched to the Olympic
Club.
"Somehow, moving to the new club
where they [Jerry Beatie and Dan .
Bicknesse] coached me was just what I
needed. Everything began to click. We all
worked together so well, I began to win
and actually enjoyed boxing more than
the previous years."
Around this time, Cleveland began to
dream, dream of an accomplishment that
would be very hard for him to achieve:
winning a state boxing title. This title was
his main concern. However, it proved to
be a most elusive goal.
"Being the state champion in my divi-
sion was the only thing I focused on. I
always lost in the tournament, and that
was frustrating."
He didn't give up, though. Through
persistence and hard work, Cleveland
was able to conquer the state title in
1988. A dream put into reality. A vision
that soon materialized.
"I never thought I would win, espe-
cially through the fighters I was going to
Oeveland Corder and Kenny Keene at the Boise Volley Athletic Oub.
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'Is there "life
out there?'
However, success was not enough to
keep Cleveland in the ring. Though his
career was important, he wanted to find
out if there was more to life than just
boxing. So in '94 Cleveland took a rest
, from boxing.
"After I had won the silver medal and,
fought [on the U.S.A. boxing team]
against Russia and won, I quit. Those
were the only big realistic achievements I
felt I had to accomplish. I became a bum.
I didn't do anything. Well, I went to
school, of course. School was the only
thing I looked forward to that year. I had
decided to just seck my criminal justice
degree. I would like to be a private inves-
tigator someday."
From 1990, Cleveland had attended
BSU as a part-lime student. Boxing has
always paid for his school, so leaving the
hand that fed him was not a smart move. '
But a try at something different was what
Cleveland wanted, so he moved to
Lewiston, Idaho, and enrolled in Lewis-
Clark State College.
"Some of my friends were into some
stuff that I didn't agree with, and I wasn't
sure I wanted to live in Boise the rest of
my life. So instead of meeting the prob-
lems face up, I ran. I had lost my focus
on who I was as a person. Lewiston
helped me by showing that I didn't have
it so bad down in Boise. I finally under-
stood that boxing was a big part of who I
was."
Realizing his mistake and returning to
boxing this year after his brief intcrmis-
-icn. it doesn't appear he has skipped a
heal. He won at the P/\L (Police /\thlt:i ...
Lf.,,\~.I.UC)Nation.ils over Shane HC~IP_\·
~,~,p\siJl b,~,'n:rncscl1ling 'rong:1 in t!IC
..{l:yfnpic g(:r11e~~.
'Till ['lI~hing mvscl! net' clay."
I, !:;\l'land said.
"With boxing I have a lot Ill' dreams,
ill and out of the ring. For some reason
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Cleveland Cordor spars with a practicing partner at Boise Valley Athletic Club.
when ( don't involve myself with boxing,
I lose my drive as a person. It sounds
kinda dumb, but it's true. Now that I'm
back [into boxing], Ilook forward to
everyday life, and how Ican get involved
with bringing boxing to this community."
Cleveland's next event comes
December 16. when he makes another bid
at a state title. In February 19i)6,
Cleveland will be the only boxer in the
··sl;I'ic·~;tJ(laho shut1till~ Ior r:Jigihiiity in
I lit: 'qr, Olympic«. ;\Ld,io,; ti:: i'~j, :','X'
:i\t~tca:n :i11d h:l,,'ing ~ll: l'~;t~lL)i<h~"J hi !.\Cl
r'n)ill l~bhu :~;~jnin.~~:1(:tilrlcty iii';l \\'{!l U-
'.\'idc C\Tllt \\'p~l!d :"i..:ii;}:! fd;;!pl\ ".'!!dd
l1( h,.!\;ng trl"njcild~)l!~;l~.
"1 really believe j'llmaL<: i: t'.; ,hl'
Olympics," Cleveland says. "But if I
don't. I'll never regret trying.
'Ifeel like boxing can be tile core
of who you are as a person.'
-Cleveland Corder
OevelandCorder and. his kids at Idaho Golden' Glove Gym. (frCHllleft 10 Righi) Mike, Ma~k,
Luk.;Oeveland, .... , Lucos, _obert, Rocky, DavId, Sieve and Aaren.
"Right now I'm sparring with Kenny
Keene (a local cruiserwcight [190 lbs.]
boxer). This gives me a great opportunity
to push my skills higher every day.
Working my skills against such a quality
fighter is. well, a dream come true. I
don't havc to worry about bringing my
~g" into the ring like I do \'. ith :" .mc . .f
the other people I spar with. I know
Kenny would lear me up if he wanted to."
Sometimes we have to give some
credit where credit is due: Cleveland's
strive for success probably stems from
the secure environment he had as a child.
"(loved my upbringing. Most kids
today have something dysfunctional
about their families, but mine stayed nor-
mal for the most part. My whole family
was really close. And yes, my mom was
always there. There is no way I could
overstate the support my mom has given
me through boxing or my life. She's been
there.
"I feel like boxing can be the core of
who you are as a person," Cleveland said.
"If I wouldn't have been good at boxing
growing up, I wouldn't have met a lot of
the friends and people of whom I know
and love today. Boxing builds character,
discipline, self-respect, and self-defense.
I would be satisfied if, someday, I could
make a living off of helping kids learn
the sport that I dedicated my life to."
Like many of today's professional ath-
letes, such as Art Shell, former head
coach and defensive lineman of the then
Los Angeles Raiders, Cleveland would
enjoy coaching in his sport. Ron Yanke, a
local business owner, has helped
Cleveland by giving him a building to
AUBI?I WA/ KEII/AIIBITEII
establish a boxing facility. His dad cur-
rently runs the club, along with help from
Aaron Van Buren, who was one of
Cleveland's former boxing colleagues.
Cleveland will help coach the eight or so
kids-when he is not truining.
A large portion of our society tmlay
h~" l()fg\)lten !luw to dream. 'Jot
Cleveland. If there's one thing he can
teach kids. it's to strive for success. To
,jrc,lfll;i drC,dTland lllL'11 make i! come
::~.: \ ' .
dre.uns. sliij \cts ':;'I,'als to !n~tke them hap-
pen. l lcs been through trials, through
successes and failures. hut he always
reaches for the sky. And with determina-
tion, maybe one day, he'll actually touch
it.
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Consume For Energy
something new on Dec. 3 t, because it will bring good
luck for the new year.
Christmas in Denmark is celebrated among family
and friends all through December. Kenneth Baker,
from Copenhagen, said Danish people have dinner
with families and friends throughout the month. On
Dec. 24 the family gets together and walks around the
Christmas tree holding hands, with one person reading
and handing presents to everyone. On Dec. 25, the
Danish have an enormous dinner with family and
friends and another on Dec. 26.
Baker said that the Danish do not buy fake
Christmas trees and they only use wood ornaments
and candles to decorate.
New Year's Eve is a lot of fun for the Danish.
Young people have dinner with friends. Baker said
the guys cook dinner. that night and girlfriends are
invited to join them. They also set up a bar and just
h~ve:,a_~~!go~~"! Children play practical jokes or
pranks on Jlieir neighbors' houses, such as putting
toothpaste on doors and shoving trees into chimneys.
Niamh Beirne, from the Dublin Islands, told me
how the Catholic church plays a big role during
Christmas in Ireland. Irish people have an Advent
ARBITER/JOE RHK
Wreath a candle is lit every week for four weeks
before Christmas. The Irish place a statue of baby
Jesus in its crib at midnight on a nativity scene. There
is a mass at midnight on Dec. 24, but most kids go to
an earlier one. .
During the night of Dec. 24, Santa Claus leaves
presents under the Christmas tree for the children to
find the next morning. Families, dressed in their best
clothes, unite on Christmas day for turkey and ham.
New Year's Eve is a very special day for the Irish.
People get off work early, bars stay open late, and
young people go out to clubs. Irish city streets are
fiIled with holiday lights and singers pop up on every
street comer. Santa is found in every store in town
during the entire season.
Antonio Tellez is from Mexico and said that his
family celebrates Los Reyes Magos, but with one
small change. When he was a child, he would leave
just one shoe, and it could be left anywhere in the
.house, In the morning he would awake to find a pre-
sent next to his shoe.
After finals, Tellez will fly to his hometown of
Cleneo and celebrate the holidays with his aunts and
uncles. Tellez described Cleneo as very small and said
ru7 npdllfU@uOQi@W
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by Ana Isabel Ortega Martinez
Staff Writer
People from around the world are getting together
as the end of the year approaches to celebrate
December holidays, including Christmas and New
Year's Eve. Some might think Christmas is celebrated
in the same way around the globe. Actually, many
people (such as Buddhists, Hindus, Jews and
Muslims) do not celebrate Christmas. They celebrate
Hanukah, Ramadan and other holidays.
After speaking with some of BSU's foreign stu-
dents, 1 found holiday traditions to be as diverse as the
countries in which they are celebrated. Some of the
foreign students attending BSU will fly back home
after finals to reunite with family and friends and to
celebrate the holidays in their own unique ways.
Marfa Jose Campuano will fly to her home town,
San Miguel de Tucuman in Argentina, where her
family is getting together Dec. 24 to have cold turkey
and ham. Yes, cold food, because it is summer now in
Argentina. Campuano said the average daily tempera-
ture in December is around 40°C or higher.
On Dec. 25, no one does much except rest from the
previous day and dinner, and go to mass in the after-
noon. All businesses are closed that day.
New Year's Eve is similar to Dec. 24 in the way
that families get together. At midnight, Argentineans
-cheer and drink champagne and apple cider.
Youngsters go out partying until dawn.
Jan. 6 is "EI Dfa de los Reyes Magos" (The Day of
the Three Wise Men). Children leave shoes under the
Christmas tree with hay and water for the camels the
Reyes Magos ride, go to bed and wake up to find pre-
sents brought by the Reyes Magos during the night.
".,.Inc pC()ple in,ChUe celebrate Christmas in a
slfghtly dIfferent ~ay. Patrick Dungan said Chileans
are very religious. There are "Pesebres" (nativity
scenes) everywhere, and baby Jesus is not placed in
the crib until midnight on Dec. 24.
. It is summer in Chile this time of year, and days
are very long. Dungan said Christmas dinner includes
seafood, turkey, beef medallions and traditional
Chilean foods and spirits. Chileans attend a mass
. called "Misa de Gallo"at midnight on Dec. 24. On
",-,».ce. 2Sfamily and frien4s get together and have bar-
.'·,bCcueSwith roasted liiii6'(Chilean style: roasied over
" \Voodcoa~) in the open/ii!.". .' '. '-
" New Year's Eve is ~jghfc:hile, and there are par-
ties everywhere. Famiiiethave dinner together and
watch a television program from Valparaiso announe-
!. ing the New Year. Chileans believe you should wear
='''t'.::,--:'::.:7.-; .s j~:i,~.5-...~·~·::"".::-~ :.;~..)=
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Sky Cries' Mary.blows away Boise, mikes
-. kaleidoscope of shapes, colors and concepts.
But as fascinating as the vIsual side of the
concertwas, it wasn't-used as a crutch for the
music. The musicianship was focused and
tight, and the singing was wonderfully har-
monious. A commitment to musicianship
was refreshing in the wake of the grunge age
in which musicians think tunirig their instru-
ments and singing.as opposed to yelling, are
tantamount to selling out. ..
The seven-member group's intricately
layered and polyphonic vortex of vocals,
instruments and sound effects ebbed and
flowed through old and new unreleased
songs like an aural hallucinogen. Power ran
through the performance, but it was power
controlled and focused by the music.
Unfortunately it was too much power for the
microphones, which got "fried," ending the
show a bit early.
The history of SCM began with a heavy
visual emphasis that continues today. SCM
started out as Roderick's senior theater the-
sis-two interrelated dramas that featured 45
minutes of him screaming and interacting
with the audience, interrupted briefly by a
soaring aria performed by future SCM vocal-
ist Anisa.
Roderick said the visual aspect of the
by Ice Relk
Staff Writer
If ever a band deserved to be called atypi-
cal it is Sky Cries Mary, a seven-piece outfit
from Seattle. Not only is its music difficult to
compare with anything familiar (maybe an
aggressive Pink Floyd), but the band is also a
pioneer in the computer age.
Vocalist Roderick Romero admits the
band's sound defies easy categorization,
. making it difficult for writers to find analo-
gies.
"One writer describes it as space rock,
and that kind of works," Roderick said. That
fits the name of its tour, "Transmissions
From Space," that dropped by Neurolux
Nov. 25.
Rarely do groups sound as good in con-
cert as in the digitally pristine form of CD,
but despite the complexity and the many
seemingly difficult-to-recreate sound effects
of their songs, SCM sounded at least as good
live.
, It wasn't just the music that made the con-
cert work, it was also the intense art show
that went on in the background. Images
painted and arranged by vocalist Anisa
Romero fluttered and faded in a wonderful
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band enhances the music; rather than com-
. petes with it. He said SCM's visual dimen-
sion is inspired by the music, not for its own
sake.
"The music is absolutely the most impor-
tant part," said Roderick. "It's just that no
one else is very visual so it seems like we
are."
Though Roderick started the group, writes
the lyrics and shares vocals, he wants to clar-
ify that "it's not just my thing anymore."
"The more I worked on it the more I real-
ize I needed seven members to create the
sound. Now it'S a really cool collaboration
where everyone contributes."
MTV may have started a revolution by
killing the radio star and making videos an
essential part of music, but now there's a
new revolution---computers-and SCM is at
the forefront. It's been almost a year since
the group beat the Rolling Stones to be the
first to broadcast a concert live on the
Internet.
In February, the group plans to release a
.. CD ROM with contributions from all the
band members. The disc will include inter-
views, photos, artwork, and videos,
Continued on Page 23
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Anisa Romero ond Sky Cries Mary performed
at Neurolux on Nov. 25.
BRENT DILDINE
Realty One Centre
322-~700or 85~-3552
CD caps
Various artists/Ain't Nuthin'
But A She ThinglShirley Divers
Foundation For Women
GOOD: From the tille, it is
easy to assume that this is a CD of
music by women, for women. It's
a compilation of many different
styles from grungy rock to seri-
ous, screechy ballads. Artists
include Salt-N-Pepa, Sinead
O'Connor, Annie Lennox and
Luscious Jackson.
Luscious Jackson's track, "69
Annee Erotique," is my favorite.
It is a grungy-super-chic sound
sung in French. There is some-
thing about words spoken in
French, like "erotic" and "ecsta-
sy," that persuades me to, let's
say, fantasize.
The production and variety of
musical talent are definitely worth
the purchase of this CD. Even if it
seems a little too feminine,just
remember that this album is dedi-
cated to Shirley Divers, who lost
her fight against breast cancer.
This is not just some dumb,
superficial album. Its profits will
go to the Shirley Divers
Foundation.
by Chris Eaton
Ben Ilaflx·r·Fi:.'h! .1-0:- YOU!
"'lilli-Virgin
EXCFLU:NT: The :,ill:',' ,.(
the mystcrv p.lC!;;'):C: An ,,1,'1
friend of mine Irom g,,)is<:,\\ ho
now works al Virgin Records,
delivered a package of CDs 10
The Arbiter for review. 1
received the package from my
editor. A few hours later, I was at
the Record Exchange and of
course, the package was in my
car, still unopened. I saw my
friend there and he told me the
package contained three CDs,
one of which was the new Lenny
Kravitz. My friend, noticing my
excitement, said that if I like
Lenny, I will enjoy "this Ben
Harper."
Well, there were only two
CDs in the package, not one of
which was Lenny, So where did
Lenny go!? I have reason to
believe that my bossmay hold
the answer. Oh well.
Nevertheless, the final reward
went to the poor music reviewer,
because Ben Harper is just as
good. Even better.
This is a CD that Iwould def-
initely buy. Ithas thick blues gui-
tar and a funky, yet mellow pro-
duction. Some songs get strong
enough to dance to, but most are
just soothing ballads that move
the soul. With excellent singing
and sound production, you know
you're listening to a professional.
If you like somewhat soft music
and botlI\>neck blues-influenced
twang.buyiL
by Chris Eatoa
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Is God a cross between Bozo and Bundy?
by Bruce McCluggage
Columnist/Stoff Writer
Hey well-wishers! Trying to find that
perfect stocking stuffer for your irreligious
friends? Then I've got the book for you
called Ken's Guide to the Bible (only $7.95
published by Blast Books, New York).
Don't be turned off by the ~itle-it's actually
been written for the atheist type to usc in
order to "evangelize" his Christian friends
back into their godless ways, or at least beat
them back a little.
In his introduction, Ken Smith confides
that he was driven to write such a work
because of people like: 1) ones who pray to
bleeding statues, 2) Darwin-bashing school
boards, and 3) doctor badgering pro-lifers.
Let's see, I believe that's about 0.00001 per-
cent of our population, but heck, it doesn't
take much to get the attention of the media
these days, anyway. The wackier, the better.
His method is an ingenious combination
of humor, shallow logic, scientism philoso-
phy (anything spiritual or theological in
nature is a bunch of hooey) and some good
old deception (of course, he claims that all
Christians are trying to deceive you).
The book contains all the "questionable"
Bible passages that you need to forever
silence your religious friends into shame and
misery: Of course Ken works hard to consis-
tently put his own spin on it all, essentially
conditioning you to think that God is a cross
between Bozo the clown and Ted Bundy.
Ken claims he is not a biblical scholar but
says he was simply curious
to read the Bible. But curious
for what? He states that we
already know all the good
content of the Bible; his mis-
sion (not neutral curiosity) is
to show all the bad. Ken says
organized religion, with all
its embellishments and ritu-
als, is our problem. While
some of this is true, he docs
a classic maneuver by throw-
ing out the baby with the
bathwater.
Ken also touches on some
of the valid myth that sur-
rounds the Bible (e.g., Jesus
was probably not born on the
exact day of Dec. 25), but
not because he's a historian
trying to set the record
straight. He wants to impress
you with his intelligence so
you wi1\.believe him on his
other commentary, like:
"One can't help but admire
Jonah, the only Old
Testament prophet smart
enough to run for the hills as
soon as God starts ordering
him around." In addition, he
mistakenly quotes from paraphrases of the
Bible, thinking they are valid versions.'
In keeping with modern times, politically
correct Ken points out any passage where a
woman is punished for wrongdoing or sim-
ply, caught in the crossfire, and calls it gen-
der bashing. He also details all the naughty
sex-filled passages of the Bible as if God
approved of all the illegitimate sex simply
because it could be found in the Bible-the
twisted logic of guilt by association.
He employs this same logic throughout
the book when he points out the recorded
sins of God's servants and prophets as if
God approved of each one. The fallacious
"argument from silence" ploy fills Ken's
pages (e.g., Ken says God is definitely down
on male homosexuality, but says nothing
about lesbians).
Cut-and-paste Ken deftly uses his skill to
pull verses out of context and make even
Jesus out to be a buffoon: "All his teachings
to the contrary, Jesus was a victim of his
own ego."
We arc then served up more of Ken's dia-
tribe on Jesus; check out these section titles
and descriptions: "Mid-life crisis Jesus,"
"Commie Jesus," "Tubby Jesus," "Sulking
Jesus," "Arrogant Jesus," "Family-hater
Jesus," "Hellfire Jesus," and much, much
more.
Iget the feeling that Ken got stuck with a
bad assignment and decided to lash back. He
comments, "Obadiah is the most enjoyable
Old Testament prophet to read ... his book
is only twenty-one verses long."
There is no real desire from Ken to foster
dialogue or understanding between people
who do or don't believe the Bible, It's
attack, attack, attack-s-a kind of twisted
revenge to slam all Christians for allowing
street-corner moralists to dwell in our midst.
Snorting Ken excitedly discovers the rest
of the verse behind the saying, "Don't throw
your pearls before swine," which is, "If you
do, they may trample them under their feet,
and then turn and tear you to pieces." Ken
laments that the pigs are never identified. I
think we just found one.
Save your garbage over the
holiday brea k
Save your garbage and plan now to enter the 6th Annual Great
Garbage Binge Art Show. The show is a national juried competi-
tion open to artists of all media. Produced by the Bozeman
Recycling Coalition, the national juried art show is an exhibition of
work which is representative of current ideas, trends and realities in
the use of recycle art or mixed media.
The Great Garbage Binge Show is about the insights artists
have regarding the dawn of the environmental crisis. The 6th annu-
al show seeks entries that criticize consumerism and.wastefulness
or suggest inventive possibilities for resource use and management.
The exhibition will be held at the Emerson Cultural Center,
Bozeman, Mont. from April 5 to May 31. All media are accepted in
two- or three-dimensional forms. Cash awards of up to $1,200 will
be given. There is a $15 fee for up to three slides and the deadline
for slides is February 16.
For information and application forms, send a SASE to Rick
Keating, 1715 Bella St., Boise, ID 83702 or call 338-0631.
Musician Magazine accepting
entries for competition
Musician Magazine is now accepting entries for its 1996 Best
Unsigned B'and Competition. The program offers u_nsign~~bands
and artists the opportunity to get their music heard by people in the
music industry. Deadline for entries is Dec. 31.
The competition attracts thousands of artists and a diverse
range of musical styles. Bands are judged on a two-song cassette,
and top-placing artists receive several thousand dollars' worth of
sound and recording equipment.
This year's winners will be. decided by a panel that features
Stone Gossard, Steve Winwood, Adrian Belew, Juliana Hatfield,
Matthew Sweet, Pat Metheny and Jimmy Jam.
Interested bands/artists can receive information, rules and an
official entry form by calling 1_8oo-BUB-7096.
CD Caps
Lenny Kravitz/Circus/Virgin
EXCELLENT: Yes, Chris, I
scarfed the Kravitz CD. So I'm
selfish-what can I say? But ari~
guilt that I 'may have felt (fat
chance) over my thievery and
deceit quickly dissolved to glee
when I slapped this puppy into my
player.
Once Igot past the played-to-
death-on-the-radio cut, "Rock
And Roll Is Dead," I discovered
10 fresh and pulsing songs with
such stylistic ranges that I forgot I
was supposed to he reviewing this
and not just enjoying it.
There is no way to classify
Kravitz's sound. It's everything:
rock, funk, r&b and pop. It's
Kravitz.
by Laura Delgado
.......................•.......
Royball/Barometric/Vitamin
FAIR: Hailing from Portland,
the three-piece hand's second
album has an alternative-rock
feel. With some creative guitar
work and a little gtockenspiel
thrown in, the CD includes 10
original songs.
The most unique cut is
"Greedy," which alternates its
guitar riffs as much as its vocals.
you can check out Royball
when they play at Neurolux on
Jan.6
by Laura Delgado
......•......•..••.......•.•..
Def Leppard/Vault/Mercury
EXCELLENT: The name of
the band speaks for itself. Either
you like Def Leppard or you
don't. Personally, I think they
rock.
The CD begins with the clas-
sic hit, "Pour Some Sugar On
Me" and rocks through 13 more
classic hits.
"When Love & Hate Collide"
is their latest release and is a little
too sappy and sweet for my taste.
The band's new CD, Slang, is set
for release in 1996. If it's sappy
like this cut, I'll cry.
by Laura Delgado
....•.•.•..••••..•..••.•...•.•
Various artists/Winter, Fire
& Snow/Atlantic
EXCELLENT: I don't like
Christmas music. Mercifully,
there are no traditional songs on
this album. Composed entirely
of original music by artists all
over the world including b-tribe,
Manu Dibango, Phoebe Snow
and Gipsy Kings, the album does
not bring back any dreadful
memories of relatives and fruit-
cake.
But be warned: Its overall
.sound is pretty mellow and
depressing, except for "Los
Peces en EI Rio," by Gipsy
Kings. This cut is fast-moving
with spicy Spanish lyrics. 'iDle!
by Laura Delgado
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First Night Boise is first of ~ny more
byMary Ann Peck
Stoff Wiifer
Looking for something new to do on
New Year's Day? Tired of the same old
parties with the same old people? Want
something you can do as a family? Well,
grab the kids, put 'em in their little red
wagons, and pull them downtown to First
i .-Night Boise.
First Night, which is run by IJA
Productions, is a family-oriented, alco-
hol-free New Year's Eve celebration of
arts and culture. The night involves a
number of wonderful events, sure to keep
the family entertained and enthralled for
hours on end. There will be programs
available at The Grove, that give direc-
tions to the events.
Instead of tickets, IJA is selling but-
tons. The button is necessary for admis-
sion to the events. The cost per person
before Dec. 14 is $5. After Dec. 14, the
price is $7. Children under six get in
free.
J Buttons are available at CoffeeNews
CoffeeNews, Cafe Soho, Matthews on
Main, the Koffee Klatch, Flying M
Coffee, the Bookshop, Barnes and Noble
Booksellers and West One banks, or by
calling IJA productions at 343-6567.
What is IJA Productions?
IJA Productions, a non-profit perform-
ing arts company, belongs to the interna-
tional alliance of First Night Cities. As
such, it has to comply with a number of
requirements.
First, IJA must be non-profit to pro-
duce First Night. The event must be alco-
hol free, affordable and arts oriented.
Currently, there are 135 other U.S. cities
that hold a First Night celebration.
Originating as an alternative way to wel-
come in the New Year, it allows family,
friends and the community to come
together and celebrate their shared art
and culture..- The official First Night poster and
logo art was created by Marshall Nichols.
Nichols, a 17-year-old graduate of
Capital High School,entered his design
in a contest held this spring. He received
a $200 cash award. In April of 1996, area
junior-high and high-school students will
be invited to submit art for the second I
First Night Boise. Each year, there will
be a new button with a new logo.
In the beginning ...
The night actually begins in the day.
From 3 to 5:40 p.m. on Dec. 31, there
will be a Children's Celebration. A full
afternoon of interactive fun, specifically
designed to help parents and children
enjoy a shared experience, is planned.
Events include magic, belly dancing, sto-
rytelling, and face painting. There will
also be places for the children and adults
to make hats and decorate their wagons
for the parade.
Following the Children's Celebration
will be the People's Procession. The
whole family is invited to wear costumes,
bring noisemakers and dance the streets
with giant puppets to create a Mardi-Gras
style parade. Join in anywhere along the
route. The parade will run from 6 to 6:40
p.m, through downtown Boise.
The stars will shine
Arts by Starlight will be held from 7
to 11 :40 p.m .. All along the 8th Street
Corridor, there will be 22 indoor and out-
door locations that will come alive with a
different performance each hour. In addi-
tion, there will be ballroom dancing at
the MK Depot.
.' The Sun Egros will present "Legends-
c'Slories from the Buffalo Hunters." The
program resembles a pow-wow with
singing, dancing and storytelling.
The Oregon Puppet 'Theater will pre-
sent "Urashima Taro and the Sea
Princess." This is a Japanese folk tale.
In the end ...
At 11 :30 p.m., there will be a grand
finale at The Grove, with guest-of-honor
Mayor Brent Coles. There will be a laser
light show synchronized to music begin-
ning at 11 :45 p.m., and then at midnight,
everyone will sing "Auld Lang Sync."
All night, there will be a booth' at The
Grove for participants to write down
their New Year's resolutions on a post-
card that will be mailed to them. For a $5
fee, they can see their 6-word resolution
projected in laserIightsl
Parking
A free shuttle will tour through down-
town, loop up to the MK depot and then
swing by the BSU Pavilion parking lot to
pick people up. It is recommended that
you park there to avoid the congestion of
downtown traffic.
Food
Many downtown restaurants and ven-
dors will be open for business. A per-
centage of the money from the food sold
at the event will go to local charities. The
Hays House, the Community House, the
Community Youth Connection, the
Family Advocate Program and the Booth
Memorial will all benefit from the night.
Kids
Bring the kids! When children are
tired, they can sleep in the little red wag-
ons that they decorated that afternoon for
the parade.
Parents, if you do bring the little ones,
. you are required to be with them the
whole night. It's a good idea to plan on a
meeting point that can easily be found if
you become separated. This will keep
you from experiencing a panic attack.
Also, create a secret code that only
you and your children know. This will
keep strangers from convincing your
children that you wanted this person to
take your child to you, when in fact, you
didn't.
First Night Boise is sponsored by
West One Bank, The US West
Foundation, The Gannett Foundation and
The Idaho Statesman, KTVB 7, K106,
Southwest Airlines, Ore-Ida, The Idaho
Commission on the Arts, Hewlett
Packard, Key Bank, First Interstate Bank,
Intermountain Gas and many more,
including private individuals.
pre~nant?
and need help.
FRE'E
Pregnancy test
Birt:hriwht
342-1898
All help is confidential and free
1-800-550-4900"
TARP YOUR LOAD
CD Caps
Smashing Pumpkins/Melon
Collie and the Infinite
SadnessNirgin
EXCELLENT: Strikingly
beautiful, and at times, deeply
disturbing. The album could
very well be the rock 'n' roll
holy grail of 1995. This mon-
strous 28-track piece of work is
a far cry from the band's 1993
release, Siamese Dream, and it
is further still from its debut,
Gish. This album contains a
wide variety of material, from
speed metal to orchestrated bal-
lads.
Gelling a handle on this CD
takes time. At more than two
hours in length, it is an extreme-
ly ambitious piece of work. Few
bands have the talent to keep
such a long album interesting
for its entire length, and most
would be afraid to even try. The
group has long since proven.that
it is one of the most talented
bands around.
The band is at its best when
it applies its patented huge-gui-
tar sound to killer hooks. Songs
like "Bullet With Butterfly
Wings," with its soft verses and
loud, grinding chorus, get stuck
in your head for hours. Loud-
and fast numbers like "An Ode
to No One" and "Zero," are rem-
iniscent of the band's wonderful
b-side collection, 1994's Pisces
Iscariot,
Like most records, the album
contains a few songs which mis-
fire. The same larger-than-Iife
sound which is the Pumpkins'
trademark can be a detriment
when applied to inferior materi-
al. "Take Me Down" is a
painfully slow, discordant num-
ber which sounds a bit out of
place on this album. Fortunately,
it doesn't last too long.
"Where Boys Fear to Tread"
is a bit inconsistent, and can
become gratingly annoying after
a few listens.
The CD's subject m\tter still
examines the Pumpkins'
favorite themes. There are many
songs about feelings of alien-
ation. "An Ode to No One" is
about the anger and pain of not
fitting in, but triumphing any-
way. The song is lead vocalist
and songwriter Billy Corgan's
message to his detractors: "I'm
never coming back/I'm never
giving in/I'll never be the shine
in your spit,"
All in all, this is an album of
very few notes, or words wasted.
Be sure to include it on your
Christmas list.
by Bill Pratt
..............................
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by LauraDelgado'
Arts & Entertainment.Editor
Ma.ke It on The Calendar by sub-
mitting your stuff to Laura at The
Arbiter, 1910 University Dr., Boise,
ID 83725;·rax (208) 385-3198. Submit
no later than 'eight days prior to 'the
event. Please Include date, time, loca-
tion, cost and phone number,
...art is everywhere.
wednesday
13th
• ROBERT JENKINS at The Funny
Bone. 8 p.m. $6. Ages 21 and over. 8th
Street Marketplace. 331-BONE.
• COLLEGE NITE at Dreamwalker.
Bring college J.D. for discounts. 1015 W.
Main. 345-4196.
• REDSTONE at Shorty's. Ladies'
Night. 9 p.m. No cover for ladies. $2 cover
for men. Ages 21 and over. 5467
Glenwood. 323-0555.
• REBECCA SCO'IT &
STAGl at Tom Graine '
over. 6th and Main.
'SOULPU
Basement. Ages 2
345-2955.
• KID CORD
AND H-ISo4-HEC
21 and over. 111 N. 11
___ ----: ~ FUEL 17
T'hursday
'14th
• LEFT OVER SALMON WITH BOX
SET at The Dyn-O-Mite Lounge in
Ketchum. Call (208) 726-8383 for ticket
information.
• ROBERT JENKINS at The Funny
Bone. 8 p.m. $6 cover or get in free by
wearing a Funny Bone T-shirt. Ages 21 and
over. 8th Street Marketplace. 331-BONE.
• REDSTONE at Shorty's. 9 p.m. No
cover. Ages 21 and over. 5467 Glenwood.
323-0555.
• REBECCA SCO'IT & VICKI
STAGI at Tom Grainey's. Ages 21 and
'over. 6th and Main. 345-2505.
• LOCAL UNDERGROUND at
Grainey's Basement. Ages 21 and over.
107 S. 6th. 345-2955.
• DJ TIM at Neurolux. No cover. Ages
21 and over. 111 N. 11th. 343-0886.
Friday 15th
- poco at The Mint in Hailey through
Dec. 16. Call (208) 788-MINT for details.
• ROBERT JENKINS at The Funny
Bone through Dec. 17. 8 p.m, and 10:15
p.m. $7. Ages 21 and over. 8th Street
Marketplace. 331-BONE.
• TODD PALMER & REX MILLER
at Flying M Espresso and Fine Crafts. 8-
10:30 p.m, No cover. All ages. 5th and
Idaho. 345·4320. .'..,,·,··'.:i/\)\:·:··.
- BLACK DIMl8f'IDaf~offee::~:Pill~~1~~i~~':,
BSU's Morrison Center Main Hall. 2 p.m.
Presented by Ballet Idaho. Tickets arc $8-
$15.343-0556.
• ROBERT JENKINS at The Funny
Bone. Employees of bars and restaurants
receive free admission with proof of
employment (check stub or 1.0. badge). 8
p.m. $5. Ages 21. and over. 8th Street
Marketplace. 331·BONE.
_CHESSFEST at Dreamwalker. 1015
W. Main. 345-4196.
• THE CLUTCH at Tom Grainey's.
Ages 21 and over. 6th and Main. 345-2505.
• DJ KEVIN at Neurolux. ~p.m.·2 a.m.
No cover. Ages 21 and ovef((llN;J Ith.343-0886. . .
Art on the wall. ••
• CIGARE'ITES & BEER: THE
NEUROt.UX YEARS on display at
Inkvision Gallery through Dec. 30. A series
of black-and-,:\,hite photographs by BSU
student Rick Kosarich. 1708 Main. 383-
0912.
• QUIET SHADOWS:WOMEN IN
THE PACIFIC WAR photographic dis-
play at Idaho Historical Museum through
Dec. 31. Monday-Saturday, 9 a.m-S p.m.
Sundays and holidays, 1-5 p.m. Donations.
610 Julia Davis Dr. 334-2120 .
• ANNE SIEMS: BOTANICAL
VISIONS on display at Boise Art Museum
through January 21. Tuesday-Friday, 10
a.m.-S p.rn. Weekends, noon-5 p.m. $3 gen-
eral, $2 seniors/college students, $1 chil-
dren grades 1-12, free for children under
six. 670 S. Julia Davis Dr. 345-8330.
• HEAVEN ON EARTH: ORTHO-
DOX TREASURES OF SIBERIA AND
NORTH AMERICA at Boise Art Museum
through February 4.
• 10 YEARS IN BRAZIL on display at
Herrell Center/Art Gallery at College of
Southern Idaho in Twin Falls through Dec.
28. Work by Bob Nugent. (208) 733-9554,
ext. 2655.
. _HOLLY MARGARET SO .... m Grainey's
on display in BSU's Student ... '.
through January 5. 6 a.m.-midnight, through" .,. . Ages 21 and over. 6th and
Monday through Friday al\Q7 a.m.-mid-{, Main. 345·~~~~i··;i
night Saturday and SUl1;a~?-1223.:::.~i~~e:~~~fl~O~~. alt2~~::y~~ and
;~§~~:~f~{~~~:,~?~~:;~~~;6
. ".' After Hours Party midnight-4 a.rn. for 18
Thursdays at 7:30 p.m., $7.5. ......ion.
Fridays and Saturdays at 8:t~.::P;ni':·,$9.50 and over only. $4 cover. lOIS W. Main.
345-4196.
admission. 342-2000.
Saturday 16th
• THE NUTCRACKER ballet in
BSU's Morrison Center Main Hall. 2p~mt
and 8 p.m. Presented by Ballet Ida~p):':·
Tickets are $8-$15-.343-0556.
<;1l,~I\:;~VE MUSIC
KRTY at Dreamwalker.
all ages. After Hours Party
. for 18 and over only with
$4 co er, 1015 W. Main. 345-4196.
Wednesday
20t'h
• THE OSMOND CHRISTMAS
SHOW at BSU Pavilion. 8 p.m. Tickets
available through Select-A-Seat. $15-$25.
385-1766.Sunday 17t'h
• THE NUTCRACKER ballet in
- KELLY MORAN AND DOC
BARHAM at The Funny Bone. 8 p.m. $6.
Ages 21 and over. 8th Street Marketplace.
331-BONE.
• COLLEGE NITE at Oreamwalker.
Bring college 1.0. for discountS. 1015 W.
Main. 345-41 Q6. ....
- OPUS FOUR akF ';"
and Fine Crafts.8~ioi
ages. 51h and ,.::"j'
- REDSTONE at S .
;~ORAlNE, GRANT AVE. AND
~OPTART at Neurolux. Ages 21 and over ....
III N. II tho343-0886.
Thursday 21st
• KELLY MORAN AND DOC
BARHAM at The Funny Bone. 8 p.m. $6
cover or get in free by wearing a Funny
Bone T-shirt. Ages 21 and over. 8th Street
Marketplace. 331-BONE.
• REDSTONE at Shorty's. 9 p.rn. No
cover. Ages 21 and over. 5467 Glenwood.
323-0555.
• THE TOURISTS at Tom Grainey's.
Ages 21 and over. 6th and Main. 345-2505.
• LOCAL UNDERGROUND at
Grainey's Basement. Ages 21 and over.
107 S. 6th. 345-2955.
• DJ TIM a~Neurolux. No cover. Ages
21 and over. 111 N. 11tho343-0886.
Friday 22nd
• BRUCE WILLIS WITH THE
ACCELERATORS at The Mint in Hailey
through Dec. 23. Call (208) 788-MINT for
details.
• KELLY MORAN AND DOC
....
< I
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BARHAM at The Funny Bone through Dec. 23. 8
p.m, and 10:15 p.rn. $7. Ages 21 and over. 8th Street
Marketplace. 331-BONE.
• WAYNE WORTHEN at Flying M Espresso
and Fine Crafts. 8-10:30 p.m. No cover. All ages.
5th and Idaho. 345-4320.
• REDSTONE at Shorty's through Dec. 23. 9
p.m. $3 cover. Ages 21 and over. 5467 Glenwood.
323-0555.
• THE TOURISTS at Tom Grainey's through
Dec. 23. Ages 21 and over. 6th and Main. 345-2505.
• SOUL PURPOSE at Grainey's Basement
through Dec. 23. Ages 21 and over. 107 S. 6th. 345-
2955.
t ;,' • DJ VANNA at Neurolux. No cover. Ages 21
and over. 111 N. 11th. 343-0886.
• RAVE MUSIC AFfER HOURS PARTY at
Dreamwalker. Rave Music After Hours Party mid-
night-4 a.m. for 18 and over only. $4 cover. 1015 W.
Main. 345-4196.
Saturday 23rd
• JEREMY SALAS at Flying M Espresso and
Fine Crafts. 8-10:30 p.m. No cover. All ages. 5th
and Idaho. 345-4320.
• KID CORDUROY, 10TH ST, HORNETS
AND STUFFED ANIMALS at NeuroJux. Ages 21
and over. 111 N. 11th. 343-0886.
• TRIBAL NITE AND RAVE MUSIC AFfER
wHOURS PARTY at Dreamwalker. Tribal Night for
all ages. After Hours Party midnight-5 a.m. for 18
and over only with $4 cover. 1015 W. Main. 345-
4196.
Sunday 24th
• Stay home and rent Christmas Vacatioll starring
Chevy Chase. Be happy that it's the HOLIDAY
BREAK!!!!!
Monday 25th
• Think happy thoughts. Tomorrow is the best
shopping day all year!
Tuesday 26th
• HOLIDAY FILMS FOR KIDS at Boise
Public Library. 10:30-11 a.m. and 2:30-3 p.rn, 715
S. Capitol. 384-4200.
• OPEN·MIC NIGHT at The Funny Bone. 8
p.rn. Call for details. 8th Street Marketplace. 331-
~ BONE.
• THE REGULATORS at Shorty's. 9 p.m, No
cover. Ages 21 and over. 5467 Glenwood. 323-0555.
• RHYTHM MOB at Tom Grainey's. With orig-
inal members, Jake and Thomas. Ages 21 and over.
6th and Main. 345-2505.
• OPEN MIC WITH NEW ELECTRIC
., ,. PEACHES at Neurolux. No cover. Ages 21 and
over. 111 N. 11th. 343-0886.
wednesday 27th
• CONNECTICUT YANKEE IN KING
ARTHUR'S COURT film at Boise Public Library.
1949 film. 10:~0 a.m, to 12:30 p.m., 2:30-4:30 p.m.
and 7-9 p.m. Suggested for ages eight and older.
.. Families welcome. 384-4076.
, • GENE MCGUIRE AND DOC BARHAM at
The Funny Bone. 8 p.m, $6. Ages 21 and over. 8th
Street Marketplace. 331-BONE.
• COLLEGE NITE at Dreamwalker. Bring col-
lege 1.0. for discounts. 1015 W. Main. 345-4196.
• THE REGULATORS at Shorty's. Ladies'
Night. 9 p.m. No cover for ladies. $2 cover for men.
Ages 21 and over. 5467 Glenwood. 323-0555.
• FAT JOHN & THE THREE SUMS at Tom
. Grainey's. Ages 21 and over. 6th and Main. 345-
2505.
• SOUL PURPOSE at Grainey's Basement. The
band's last night together. Ages 21 and over. 107 S.
6th. 345-2955. '
• STUNTMAN, H·IS·FOR·HECTOR, AMER·
ICAN GASOUNE at Neurolux. Ages 21 and over.
111 N. 11th. 343-0886.
Thursday 28th
• HOLIDAY FILMS FOR KIDS at Boise
Public Library. 10:30-11 a.m. and 2:30-3 p.m. 715
S. Capitol. 384-4200.
• OTIS DAY & THE NIGHTS FROM ANI·
MAL HOUSE at The Mint in Hailey through Dec.
29. Call (208) 788-MINT for details.
• GENE MCGUIRE AND DOC BARHAM at
The Funny Bone. 8 p.m, $6 cover or get in free by
wearing a Funny Bone Tvshirt. Ages 21 and over.
8th Street Marketplace, 331-BONE.
• THE'REGULATORS at Shorty's. 9 p.rn. No
cover. Ages 21 and over. 5467 Glenwood. 323-0555.
• FAT JOHN & THE THREE SUMS at Tom
Grainey's. Ages 21 and over. 6th and Main. 345-
2505. .
• THE TOURISTS at Grainey's Basement. Ages
21 and over. 107 S. 6th. 345-2955.
'. DJ TIM at Neurolux. No cover. Ages 21 and
over. 111 N. 11th. 343-0886.
Friday 29th
• HOLIDAY FILMS FOR KIDS at Boise
Public Library. 10:30-11 a.m, and 2:30-3 p.m, 715
S. Capitol. 384-4200.
• GENE MCGUIRE AND DOC BARHAM at
The Funny Bone through Dec. 31. 8 p.rn, and 10:15
p.m. $7. Ages 21 and over. 8th Street Marketplace.
331-BONE.
• DARKWOOD at Flying M Espresso and Fine
Crafts. 8-10:30 p.m. No cover. All ages. 5th and
Idaho. 345-4320.
• THE REGULATORS at Shorty's through Dec.
31. 9 p.m. $3 coyer. Ages 21 and oyer. 5467
Glenwood. 323·0555.
• HOUSE OF HOI POLLOI at Tom Grainey's
through Dec. 30. Ages 21 and over. 6th and Main.
345·2505.
• THE TOURISTS at Grainey's Basement
through Dec. 30. Ages 21 and over. 107 S. 6th. 345-
2955.
• DJ VANNA at Neurolux. No cover. Ages 21
and oyer. 111 N. l lth. 343-0886.
• RAVE MUSIC AFfER HOURS PARTY at
Dreamwalker. Rave Music After Hours Pa)<tymid-
night-4 a.rn. for 18 and over only. $4 cover. 1015 W.
Main. 345-4196.
Saturday 30th
• EL DOPAMINE, BONEFLOWER AND 3
PIECE 457 at Neurolux. Benefit for Castle Rock.
Ages 21 and over. 111 N. 11th. 343-0886.
• TRIBAL NITE AND RAVE MUSIC AFfER
HOURS PARTY at Dreamwalker. Tribal, Night for
all ages. After Hours Party midnight-5 a.rn. for 18
and over only with $4 cover. 1015 W. Main. 345-
4196.
Sunday 31st
• FIRST NIGHT BOISE in downtown Boise.
Call IJA Productions, 343-6567 for details.
• FIRST KNIGHT at Boise Publie Library. King
Arthur's Court and puppetshow. 7-11:30 p.m, 715 S.
Capitol. 384-4200.
• RAMBLERS at Tom Grainey's. Ages 21 and
over. 6th and Main. 345-2505.
• NEW YEAR'S EVE PARTY at Neurolux with
Caustic Resin; Juned and Mike Johnson. Ages 21
and over. 111 N. 11th. 343-0886.
"Roundtrip airfare from Boise, 7 nights at the El Cid.Transfers,
departure taxes not included. Based on quad occupancy.
~'A.Z'A,lL'A,Y••~••••••••••••From $549*
C'Rt.'tS''E' •••••••••••••••••••••From $624*
"Roundtrip airfare from Boise, 4 day cruise from L.A. Port
charges, transfers. Based on double occupancy, prices less for
triple and quad occupancy.
'R'R~YC~S' 'VS'. \t'A,V'A,tt
!S''E'~1'E'~'R'E''R'C!J€J ' ••• From $599*
"Roundtrip airfare, hotel, and transfers included. 887-4770 Or 467-7499
U\lElLJBE.
Travel.
!JIm VI1JIl6 .. 1iIl1lllin ilII
iIlINilwilk.,_ln all'" ""-.
0.. "'1lMI",rill
.~iooIiIowlt
Yourswith any.ent~eep~r(hase
when you bring In thlsad.
,500 South Capitol Blvd., Boise
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Boise sports radio: as (un)pleas.ant as puke
byMichelle Schwend ri~tto rip apart BSU athletics? Who made already been through the 'Responts wrath'
Sports Editor him th~ sup~eme.be!ng to o~ersee the quali- . that my credibility wouldn't be boosted any
It's not every day a person gets to talk jy of this university s athletic programs? by doing the show and that I would proba-
about their favorite subject on the radio to a True, t~e men's basketball team won the bly come out feeling nauseous. But the urge
lot of people ...or in this case, a select few game against Colorado, but they had an deeply instilled by my father to defend any-
who choose to listen to the outrageous cruel- extremely rough time doin? it. However, i~ thing having to do with basketball rose to
ty spilling from a single person's mouth. there a ?eed.to keep repeating ho~ bad their the surface too quickly for me to stop it.
I got this chance and found it to be the season ISgo~ng to suck off of their first Assistant Coach Shambri~ Williams was
most unpleasant experience I have had in home game. on the show before me, and It seemed funny
over three years--when a girl threw up in In geo~etry, you need at least two points that no harsh BSU bashing went on until
my lap asl was chauffeuring a bus load of to make a hne. Are basketball teams any dif- Williams wasn't on the air where he could
Girl Scouts to camp. ~erent from points on graph paper? Doesn't defend or counter any attacks.
The station was IcriK 1340 AM, and the It take more than one game to show a trend? But when Williams left....Boise watch
airwaves belong to Mike Responts from 11- .And I'~e never seen ~esponts at the out. If you're a die-hard BSU fan, breathe
1 every weekday. dally practices; he doesn t know how the deeply and think happy thoughts.
During this time, Responts thrashes on team works. . Whe~ Responts took control, he went
every part ofBSU athletics he can get close . I sat.t~ugh the ~Iorado ga~e beside craz~...hterall~.
to, from the team ("what a bunch of ugly !hls radio Jockey and hstened to his banter- First, he railed against the talent, saying
guys") to the band G'They suck,'). Yep, 109 a~ut. BSU. I had fina.llyfound myself in they were worse than all of the junior col-
even the band. No one is safe from his bru- the situation I read about 10 books all the lege teams in Idaho. He then moved to the
tality. time--having som~ne widely an~oying physica! appearance of the team. (JD
1had reservations about talking on his an~ unpleasant beside you chattenng away Huleen s ears are soooo huge; Scott Tharp is
show when he made the invitation at the while you look around at the people you a "waste of space,') And he couldn't stop
ColoradolBS
U
game last Thursday night. co~ld have sat by.who are having at least a there. He moved on to the band, of all
But then 1thought, what gives this guy the mildly pleasant mght. places. ("Pathetic" was how he described
1was warned by people who have them.)
1have never heard anybody in my life
who was so mean-spirited, rude and
demeaning. Evidently he didn't listen in
kindergarten when the rest of us learned that
if we didn't have anything nice to say, don't
say anything at all.
When sitting in 'Press Row' you can't
cheer, boo or do any of the things that you
were born to do at basketball games. But as
1was sitting at the Nevada/BSU game two
nights later, with Responts sitting five seats
down from me (Whew!), 1almost threw that
rule out the window.
Wow. Not every minute-in the game was
perfect, however, there were certain plays,
certain moments, where everybody was in
tune. The fans, the team, the
coaches ...everybody. When Rod Jensen
once described the excitement of college
basketball, he was talking about such
moments. (Eat your heart out Responts.)
My experience with Mike Responts and
his world of radio was over, though, and 1
prefer to put it behind me into the dark
recesses of my memory, never to have to be
dealt with again.
BSU's John Coker grows his way to the NBA
They talked about signing me after two or three days,"
The Suns signed him to a contract through the 1995-96
season, which included a nice signing bonus just to stay for
training camp. Coker's talents make the Suns' coaches
believe that the big man from Boise will be around more
than just one year.
"We liked him so much that we were willing to give
him a contract just to keep him around," assistant coach
Paul Silas said. "The thing 1 like most about him that you ..
can't teach is that he always keeps his hands up. He
rebounds but never brings the ball below his waist. To my
knowledge, you can't teach that. You can talk to guys
about it, but it's an intangible that he has that very few
players in this league have. Our goal is to really watch him
closely this year and look towards the future because he
could be the fui~re center of the Suns,"
Coker believes that many of the skills that have ....-
impressed the Suns come directly from his coaches at
Boise State.
"Boise State was better for me than I ever knew," Coker
said. "I realize every day that when 1get complimented on
one thing or another that I do good, I realize that it's some-
thing that Boise State taught me.
"Coach Westphal doesn't say a whole lot. That's totally
opposite from Boise State. 1think I'm harder on myself
than the coaches are. If 1do something that I know 1would ...
have got yelled at for doing there, I'll be upset with myself
here. A lot of the things that lleamed at Boise State are
with me here,"
Basketball skills aren't the only thing that Coker
brought from Boise State. The stress fractures in his left
foot that plagued Coker in college have now followedhim
into the NBA. After getting some playing time in the
Suns' preseason games, including two contests against the
New Jersey Nets and Chris Childs, BSU's other basketball ...
'A lot of the things
that I learned at Boise
State are with me
here.'
-John Coker
byDavid Nelson
Sports Writer
AsNBA coaches say, "You can't coach height,"
The Phoenix Suns displayed their belief in this philoso-
phy when they signed ex-BSU basketball star John Coker.
After being eliminated in the playoffs the last two years by
the Houston Rockets and Hakeem Olajuwon, the dominant
NBA center, the undersized Suns have made it a point not
only to get better, but get bigger.
"Right now, we just look at John as a long-term pro-
ject," Suns Head Coach Paul Westphal said. "We're not
expecting him to go out and stop Hakeern, but we think
he's got a chance to have a nice career in this league,"
Coker originally int~nded to go to Minnesota and try
out with the Timberwolves, but a phone call from the Suns
interrupted his plans.
"I was all set to go to Minnesota," Coker said. "Phoenix
called, but 1was kind of in a verbal commitment to go to
Minnesota,"
Coker was asked to fly down for a preseason mini camp
and workout with the Suns' players. Then Coker could
decide if he wanted to go to Minnesota. The days in
Phoenix convinced Coker and the Suns that his place was
in the Valley of the Sun.
"I came down here and played pretty well," Coker said.
"I guess 1did some things that they wanted to see in me.
See Coker Page 21
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byDarren Elledge
Sports Writer .
Indoor soccer, 4-player volleyball, and
, ,3-player basketball championships were
\ ;..' played last week at Boise State from Oct.
3D-Dec. 7 with over 400 students partici-
pating.
Indoor Soccer
Green Card scored three goals in the
first four minutes and never looked back
as they cruised to a 10-4 victory over the
No Names in the Indoor Soccer Cup
Championships on Dec. 5 at the
Auxiliary Gym. Andi Wahl led Green
Card with two goals and an assist while
Antonio Sanchez had a goal and three
assists. Captain Alvaro Vides played
outstanding in goal, making ten saves in
the final. Green Card went through the
league with only one defeat against the
Defending Champs. The Defending
Champs were the number one seed. but
were upset in the quarterfinal against
Chafee Youth. Indoor Soccer had ten
teams in the league and was represented
by students from twelve countries in
Europe, Asia, Africa, North America and
South America. Soccer will resume in
late March with Outdoor Soccer.
4·player Volleyball
The Refriger Raiders upset two-time
indoor volleyball champions Kebow (15-
6, 11-15, 15-13) to win their second vol-
leyball title of the year. The Raiders
(Linsey Rhead, Ranae Babington, Scoll
Davison, and Brady Cannon) also won
the Homecoming Sand Volleyball
Tournament in October. Four-playervol;'
leyball will resume in January'.
3·Player Basketball
The finals of the 3-player tournament
was held Dec. 6 at the Main Gym. Four
.division championships (women's, men's
C, men's B, and men's A) were played.
In the first game undefeated A.K.A.s
defeated the Fly Girls 48-29 to win the
Women's Championship. Apryl
Brainard scored 22 points, while Kin
McFadden and Stephanie Wright each
scored 12. Annesa Brainard finished
"with 9 assists and 15 rebounds, many
which were cru-
cial during
A.K.A.'s 10-0
run to start the
second half.
Rhea Maxand led
the Fly Girls with
11 points.
Hoop Screams
won three straight
games against top
ranked teams to
win the men's C
title. Hoop
Screams, led by
Captain Earl
"Pearl" Hunter,
defeated House of
David, Showtime,
and Kappa Sigs 1
to win the title.
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I '-. WHAT ARE YOU
WAITING FOR
_ -AN INVITATION?
We've got a great shop and
we've been waiting for youI
*If you're a reader:
we've got an extensive selection
. new snd used comics from
Archie to X-Men and SFnant8sy
books from Piers Anthony toTlmothy
lahn.
*If you're a collector:
We've got hsrd to find comic book back
Issues, price guldas and collecting
. lupplles to preserve them •
. *If you are an investor:
We bUy and 1.11 collector', Item comics from
the 1940', through the 1960's.
*If you're looking for a deal:
Wa have a 5 for $1.00 comic section and a
well stocked 50% off area.
*If you're looking for a gift or just something
interesting and entertaining:
Wa have posters, T Ihlrts, calendsrs, fantalylSF srt bookl,
gam .. , gaming mlnlaturel, non lports carda. models and much
_ mors. .'
'.# 1725 BroedwaY. Bolae • 314mI .auth of BSU.
open Mon-S8l11-l1 - SUn noon-e. 34W744.
On 1M Internet at ht1p:l/WWW,cytMmlgh-
wey.net1-I~ myth.htm
Hoop Screams' toughest game was
against House of David when they had
to come back from a' nine-point deficit in
the second half to win 72-66, despite
Sean "Hacksaw" Brandt's 12 points and
31 rebounds. Kyle Paulsen put on the
scoring performance of the' season, with
57 points and 17 three-pointers in the
victory over Showtime.
In the men's B final, the Bills defeated
the Unibombers 68-59 as Andy
Fuhrman's 29 points led the Bills to vic-
tory. Charlie Nate scored 22, Ryan
Brown had 15, while player/coach Curtis
Bills keptthe team intact in spite of los-
ing a nine- point lead in the first half.
J.W. Berquist's eight three-pointers and
28 points led the Unibombers.
In Training came back from an
eleven-point deficit to win the men's A
final 55-47 over the Laignes Hurricanes.
John Rolette's six three-pointers put the
Hurricanes in a 45-34 lead with 6:30 left.
In Training, though, went on a 21-2
run in the final six minutes to defeat the
Hurricanes. Marcus Homer led In
Training with 26 points while team cap-
tain Gregg Aime had 20. Rolleto fin-
ished the game with 20 points and Ryan
Jones 19 for the Hurricanes.
The intramural department had the
privilege on December 7 to play 3-player
basketball during halftime at the BSU-
Colorado Springs men's basketball game.
A one-day tournament was held in the
Main Gym with teams. playing a round-
robin tournament. The top two teams in
the men's and women's divisions played
in the Pavilion. The men's final was
Hoop Screams versus Bung Hole Three,
while in the women's final it was
A.K.A.s against the Pikers. All four
teams showed great sportsmanship as
they agreed not to keep score and just
play during the halftime game. The
intramural department would like to
thank the athletic department, the pavil-
ion staff, Recreation Director Kevin
Israel, and the voice of intramurals, Bart
Hull, for making the tournament a sue-
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BSUintramural players competed in the
intramural tournaments on Dec. 6.
cess.
Intramural basketball will resume in
January with 5-player men's and
women's, 6-player cooed, Three
point/free throw contest, and the Schick
Super Hoop tournament.
BSU's intramural3-player basketball tourname~t ended in an orgy of success.
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Women lose two• •against Pac-10
opponents
BSUlost to Washinglon Slate, 69-66
byDarren Elledge
Sports Writer
Boise State's women's basketball team lost two games this
weekend against PAC-I0 opponents. Friday at home BSU lost to
Washinton State, then lost Sunday at USC.
The Washington State Cougars defeated Boise State 69-66 in a
non-conference game at the Pavilion Friday night. Down 62~55
with 4:43 left in the game, the Broncos made a furious comeback,
getting the score down to three only to lose by three as Tricia
Bader's three-pointer bounced off the front of the rim as time
expired.
Washington State (4-2) was led by Jennie Ruff's 36 points, the
second highest scoring performance in WSUs women's basketball
history.
BSU Head Coach June Daugherty said, "The man-to-man
defense did a decent job, but the weak side help came too late."
This showed, as 28 of Ruff's 36 points were lay-ups, many uncon-
tested.
Michelle Schults led the "Blue Storm" with 18 points and 5
assists. Alycia Sumlin scored 13, while Misty Shreve scored nine
in only 18 minutes of playing time.
Sunday afternoon the Broncos ran out of steam as they lost to
USC 76-54 in Los Angeles. The Broncos went into the locker
room with a seven-point lead after Michelle Schultz hit a three-
pointer as time expired in the half. USC came out with eight
straight points as BSU ran out of steam, and USC outscored the
Broncos 46-17 in the second half. Tracey Thompson, the second
leading scorer in the PAC-I0 last year, scored 20 of her 28 points
in the second half as she lead the Women of Troy to victory.
Schultz ended up with 25 points, but was double- and some-
times triple-teamed in the second half, and the Broncos just
couldn't get the ball to her. Alycia Sumlin scored ten while Kali
Perry had eight to round out the scoring leaders for BSU.
Next up for the Broncos is a pair of home games against
schools from Oregon. First, another PACI0 team, Oregon State,
. will visit the Pavilion on December 16, then the University of
Portland plays the Broncos on December 18. Both games are
scheduled for 7:00 p.m,
Coker from Page 19
alumnus in the NBA, Coker went down with anoth-
er foot injury. He was placed on the injured list.
"Those stress fractures are a difficult thing to
predict exactly when they'll be OK," Westphal said.
Although Coker has yct to appear in a regular
season game, the Suns arc just expecting their tall
rookie center to take his time with his injured foot
and get into NBA shape.
"I think hc could get stronger in the lower body
and improve his lateral quickness," Westphal said.
"He's willing to work, which is the main thing. It
takes big guys a lot longer to develop. Wc hope he
can do it:' .
Silas, a rebounding machine in his own NBA
days, is imprcssed with Coker's willingness to
work.
"llikc the guy's work ethic," Silas said. "He's
just working his butt off and he's going to make it.
He's one player I think that will make it in this
league."
AI Bianchi, a Suns scout and former NBA coach
who signed Julius Erving to his first NBA contract,
has the eyes for talent and knows exactly what
Coker must do to stay in the NBA. "He needs to
learn, sit, get his body stronger and make sure he's
in good shape because he has those pins in his
foot."
Suns assistant Donn Nelson, son of the New
York Knicks head coach Don Nelson, is known
around the league for his success in developing the
talent in young rookies. Nelson spends much time
with Coker after practices to work on shooting rou-
tines and other moves,
"The future is very bright for John," Nelson
said. "He has some of the most important things
you can't teach a big man. That's'outside shooting
and passing.
"He just needs to work on some different things,
get some experience, get his feet wet in some
games. After a good, solid summer league, we'll
have a pretty nice product next year. We're in it
with John for the iong haul."
"I've never had a big repertoire of moves,"
Coker said. "Being taller, I've always been able to
tum around and shoot over people. That doesn't
work as well against the bigger and stronger guys
that I'm playing against now."
taker must learn from the players he watches
from the bench. One individual that Coker has
always been fascinated with is Charles Barkley .
Having only seen Barkley on television in the past,
Coker now dresses across the locker room floor
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BSU's Mike ~
Iclman :
holds fast to~
the ball as
Nevada's
Damien
Edwards
plays
voyeur.
from one of the NBA's main attractions.
"He's everything I expected and more," Coker
said. "He's one of a kind. He's definitely got a will
to win and he knows how to win He's a great guy. '<',
You get him away from the court and he's the
nicest person. Hc'll come in and ask how your fam-
ily is doing. He's always inviting you over for holi-
days or just do stuff on thc weekends ....
Coker knows that if he works hard, does what
the coaches say, and stays healthy, his future is with
the Suns.
"You're looking at a team that will have a lot of
gaps in the future," Coker said. "I hope to be the
one that's here to fill them in. I think I've come at a
greallime."
"Even last year I talked about the NBA and I
believed that I had a chance, but it was still really
tough to believe it. It's always been a dream for me
and now its starting to become more of a reality."
The day will come when Coker will be released
from the injured list and will match up against the
other centers around the league.
"I can't wait," said the excited rookie. "I think
it's a natural feeling for all the rookies to go against
the best just to see where you're at. I would like to
sec where I'm at next to Shaq. 11would be amazing.
"It still feels a littlc different when I'm in there -:..
playing against those players I've been watching on
TV for the last five years or more; that's when you
say, 'Hey, I finally made it.'"
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ECKANKAR
Religion of the light and
Sound of God, presents
a free public workshop
DREAMS··MORE
. 1JIAN SLEEP
Saturday. ecember 9th
10:00 am-1:oo pm
BSU Student Union
Lookout Room
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Employment·
Wanted-:Someoneto Teach Bahasa
ndonesla. Prefer native speaker. Salary
egotiable. Call Scott at ·345-0889 and
eave message. . .. t
Subway. Need counter help. All
shifts. Apply in person. 2400 S. Apple.
389-2246.
Earn $500 • $1000 weekly stuffing
envelopes. For details· RUSH $1.00
with SASE to: GROUP FIVE, 57
Greentree Drive, Suite 307, Dover, DE
19901.
.EARN EXTRA INCOME· Earn
$200-$500 weekly mailing travel
brochures. For information send a self-
addressed stamped envelope to: Inc-I,
P.O. Box 1354, Miami, FL 33160-1354.
INTERNATIONAL EMPLOY-
MENT - Earn up to $25-$45/hour
teaching basic conversational English in
Japan, Taiwan, or S. Korea. No teaching
243.2435 (1.800-AID.2.HELP).
background or Asian languages required.
For info. call: (206) 632-1146 ext.
J59032.
1995 edition. 34,000 articles, 20,000
'cross-references, full-motion video and
sound, atlas, quiz feature. New in box.
$24. Call Terry at 336-8769.
Ho~
CRUISE SHIPS HIRING - Earn up
to $2,OOO+/month.World travel.
Seasonal & full-time positions. No
experience necessary. For info. call 1-
206-634-0468 ext. C59031
Merchandise
DO YOU NEED HELP IN MATH?
Call now to learn about Math "Mastery,"
an affordable computer program that
includes everything from basic algebra to
pre-calculus. This program will help you
learn difficult math concepts in easy,
step-by-step lessons. Call Naomi at
Interactive Learning Concepts, 386-9189.
Need to sell a one-way airline ticket
to Sitka, ALASKA, or anywhere in
between. (Transferable) Exp. 12/15/95.
$100 or BEST OFFER. 333-0814.
WALK TO COLLEGE! PRIVACY
OF OWNING! Grammy's house can be
yours. 12x48 custom-built Fleetwood. 1
large bedroom. Renewed, excellent con-
dition. Landscaped rock yard; Also fully
equipped to move (2601 W. Boise Ave., ..
Sp #5) $9,600 cash by owner: 342-8412
(h) or 385-3283 (w) Linda.
Getting Married? Minister available
to officiate. 343-8597.
Lost and Found
Black Bantam Cap (Tam). Found on
Greenbelt near BSU. Call Mark, 343-
1416.
Financial Aid
Let us help you find a roomate, sell
a car, or find your soul mate. The
Arbiter ad section is available for.
your use. Student rates: First 25
words are free. Each additional
word is 25 cents. Non-
Student/Business rates: 50 cents
per word. General Information: All
ads must be received and paid for
by 5 p.m. Friday, prior to
Wednesday's edition. Call Rhett for
further information.
ATTENTION ALL STUDENTS!
Over $6 billion in private sector grants &
scholarships is now available. All stu-
dents are eligible. Let us help. For more
info: call: 1-800-263-6495 ext. F59031
GRANTS AND SCHOLARSHIPS
ARE AVAllABLE. Billions of dollars
in grants. Qualify immediately. 1-800- .
Continued from Page 14
CD-ROM Encyclopedia! Webster's
"If you're going at it with the business point of
view and just sloop something together, it won't
have any artistic aesthetic at all," Roderick said. "
It just depends on how people apply themselves to
it."
Breaking all the sad stereotypes of strained rela-
tionships musicians have once they "hit the road," _
Anisa and Roderick Romero share more than
singing duties; they arc husband and wife. Roderick
said the professional and personal relationship they
have seems to work great.
"We're on the road together and we create
together," Roderick said. "Anisa's working really
hard on the painting; we're not just obsessing on
one thing."
Not many people work with their spouses, let
alone sing together-as if the wonderfully strange
music, mesmerizing stage show and cyber pioneer-
ing wasn't enough to set SCM apart from its Seattle
contemporaries.
can be played as a regular music CD for those
not logged into the cyberworld.
"It gets you into the brain of all seven members
of the band," Roderick said.
Roderick said this technology opens up a new
medium for creative artists, but acknowledges that
it also opens possibilities for money-grubbing
record companies to sell a new gimmick.
4. t!'!seasP~~REn.LIDAY
December 12 - December 2 1
Buy 2 Books
Get 1Free*
STORE HOURSAT THE
FIRESIDE LOUNGE
lFiEBOOKsrORE
.... Stale UnlversIIY
-or Equal or Lesser Value
MON - TUE ..;.SAM - 7PM
WED - FRI - SAM - SPM
SAT - lOAM - SPM
Local, Regional & National -
Professional & Amateur Comedians
"Best of Boise Open-Mlc
Night"
Tuesdays at 8 pm
Admission $3.00
(Show Your College I.D. and Get in for $1,110)
serving Laughter Across America
Funny Bone
8t1l St.Marketplace 404S.8th St.
Call 331·BONEfor Reservations & Information
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